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• Environment

Ordinance passed Industry, university study dioxin
The Orono Town Council passed an ordinance to prohibit
discrimination based on sexual orientation Monday night at its
monthly meeting. The ordinance, which will go into effect on Nov
18, prevents Orono residents from being discriminated against
because of their sexual orientation concerning issues such as employment, housing, public accommodations, education and credit.

• UVote

Group urges students to vote
-9111111111111•111111111111111MMIll

First—year student Aimee Young and graduate student Sean Murphy at a voting booth. (Jason Can iff photo.)
By Amanda Hebert
Maine Campus staff
Many students who live on campus do not realize they can vote in
Orono, whether or not they are
from the town.
"Maine has very progressive
voter laws," said Michael Johnson
a volunteer for U—Maine U—Vote.
"You can register to vote in Orono
even if you are from out of state."
Johnson, a Greek life coordinator and the head of special activities for the Center for Students
and Community Life, said U—
Maine U—Vote encourages students to vote. U—Maine U—Vote
will set, up information tables on
the election in the Memorial Union
from October 26 to 30 as well as
Nov. 2 and 3, Johnson said.
This year, U—Maine U—Vote is
informing university students of
the opportunity they have to vote
on campus.
Students can vote on campus at
the Doris Twitchell Allen Village
on election day, Nov. 3.
Emily Burgess,a first-year political science major,said she originally thought she wouldn't vote
on campus because she was going
to vote at home, but she changed
her mind when she realized the
convenience of voting on campus.
"Now that I think about it," she
said,"I would rather do it here than
drive,all the way home."
Students were not able to vote
on campus last year and it made it
difficult for them to vote at all,

Johnson said.
"With the number of voters on
campus,a polling place should be
something you expect," Johnson
said. "There was a push, but it
didn't happen."
The effort to get a polling spot
on campus didn't meet the state's
cut—offpointfor when all poll places must be established last year.
Students may also vote via absentee ballots, available through
their hometown town office.
While the pre-registration to
vote deadline was Monday, residents and non-residents of Orono
who live on campus can still register on election day. Students must
- bring identification as well as a
piece of mail with their campus
address written on it to verify their
residence.
U—Maine U—Vote is not affiliated with any party. Johnson said a
main goal of the campaign is not to
back any one issue or candidate
but to inform the university's oncampus voters.
"We try to stay non-partisan,
just inform people," Johnson said.
However,a lot ofemphasis this
year is being put on Question 1,the
research and development bond
proposal, he said.
"Our primary responsibility is
to educate people on Question 1,"
Johnson said.
Question 1 asks Maine voters
whether they want to approve a
$20 million bond proposal to proSee VOTE on page 3

By Erin Dawley
Special to the Campus
When the Environmental Protection Agency compared a river
in New York to the Androscoggin
River in Maine,in the mid-'80s,it
did not find what it thought it
would.
"The EPA knew that the river
in New York contained dioxins
and they wanted to compare it to a
relatively clean river so they chose
the Androscoggin," said Mike
Curtis, an employee at the Fort
James Corporation in Old Town.
"What they found was that the
fish in the Androscoggin were
highly affected by dioxins in the
river. That really surprised them."
Because of the study, various
industries across the nation and
throughout the world were alerted
to toxins, called dioxins and their
effects on rivers. People had previously thought dioxins to be a
minor problem and virtually nonexistent in most rivers, said Curtis.
After the study, all mills were
encouraged to test for dioxins in
the wastes the mills were releasing into rivers.
The Fort James Corporation,
in Old Town, did its own testing.
The results showed the mill was
releasing toxic dioxins into the

Rope swings for a swimming hole that's overlooked by the paper
mill. (Mike Zubik photo.)
James river, which were affecting tion, birth defects, immune sysfish and other life, Curtis said.
tem problems, and other hormonThe Water Research Institute al and growth problems."
on campus, which houses the State
Dioxins cannot be eliminated
of Maine Toxics Laboratory,does completely, but mills can play a
much of the dioxin research for -big part in the reduction of dioxMaine, according to Steve Kahl, ins, she said.
director for the Institute.
According to Birnbaum, diox"We document the decline of ins are released mostly from mills
dioxins in fish found in rivers that use chlorine in pulp and paper
production, but small amounts of
around the state," Kahl said.
"Dioxins are toxins, typically dioxins are found everywhere.
released by mills which can have
Most mills have halted almost
many effects on fish, mammals, all dioxin release by using chloand even humans," said Linda rine dioxide in place of pure chloBirnbaum, a renowned scientist rine, Birnbaum said.
working for the EPA in dioxin
However,according to profesresearch, "Examples are altered
See DIOXIN on page 5
metabolism, effects on reproduc-

• GSS

Senate discusses bond, Geddy's reopening
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Mary Cathcart, Democratic
candidate for State Senate,spoke
at last night's General Student
Senate meeting about the $20
million research and development bond issue.
"We know that the university
is tied to the Maine economy,"
Cathcart said."We need to have
jobs, and that's why this bond
issue should be passed."
She also spoke about her platform, which included bringing
more scholarships to the University of Maine, helping educators set standards against violence in classrooms, and a program to help parents be teachers
to their children in their early
years.
In other business, Jason Libby, GSS Orono Town Council
representative, announced the
activities of the last town council
meeting. One announcement was
that Geddy's will be reopening
near the end of the semester, and
Alex Gray will be the owner.
The council also voted on the

INSIDE
• Local
Ballot box:Election '98 John
Baldacci
page 3

•Editorial
Senator Mary Cathcart addresses the General Student Senate
last night about the Research
and Development Bond issue
and her campaign platform. (Jason Caniff photo.)
non-discrimination policy.
"This policy applies to people of all sexual orientation, including heterosexuals,"Libby
said.
Chris Barstow, president of
the Off Campus Board, said the
Remote Access policy, which is
the policy for off-campus
UMaine internet users, will be
released in January.
"Instructional [sic] TechnolSee GSS on page 4
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Hadley's A—Z food guide.
page 18

• Weather
Overcast and cold.
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Today's weather
Cool and overcast. High
near 56.

• New era

Social Democrats, Greens High school students fight
await new pact's approval for improved conditions

1

Thursday's weather
Cloudy and cold. Highs
peaking at 51.

Extended Forecast
Friday... Cloudy.
Saturday... Chilly and
cloudy. Tuesday...Cloudy.

• Seized

• Protest

BONN,Germany(AP)— TheSocial Democrats and
Greenssigned acoalition pacttoday that pavesthe wayfor
Germany's first center-left government in 16 years.
The deal wrapped up the quickest negotiations in
postwar German history. It sets lower employment as the new
government's top priority, and includes tax reforms, higher
energy costs and an end to the useofnuclear power in Germany.
The new government also pledged to set up foundations
to compensate World War II slave laborers and "forgotten
victims" of the Nazis, a reversal of German policy.
The agreement signed today must be approved at special
party conventions this weekend before Chancellor-elect
Gerhard Schroeder can be sworn in Oct. 27.
The parties also announced members of Schroeder's
new Cabinet. They include Greens leader and former peace
activist Joschka Fischer as foreign minister and Oskar
Lafontaine, leftist chairman of the Social Democrats, as
head of a beefed-up Finance Ministry.
The new government has five female Cabinet members
— three more than outgoing Chancellor Helmut Kohl's
conservative coalition. Gunda Roestel,another Greens leader, called the pact "good for women."

PARIS (AP) — Under the eye of police, high
school students around France held their second
major protest in less than a week today, demanding
more teachers, better equipment and buildings, and
a lighter course load.
Hooligans,undaunted by at least4,500 police,threw rocks
and bottled in sporadic violence during the Paris protest,
mimicking troubles during Thursday's demonstrations.
Students were hoping to maintain the momentum of last
week's marches ofa half-million students in nearly 350cities,
but midway through the afternoon it appeared they would fail.
Police said about 25,000 students were marching in Paris.
Hooligans intermittently threw bottles and stones toward
police flanking the marchers, who started at the Place d'Italie
in the south and moved to a Left Bank intersection at the
Boulevard Saint Germain.
Helmeted riot police made several charges,spraying tear
gas canisters that sowed panic through the crowd.
Police, fearing for the worst after last week's violence,
monitored the march on televisions in the basement of police
headquarters.Shops and other establishments along the march
route were ordered closed and cars removed.

• Worried

• Trend

2

Bank officials confiscate Fear of arrests prompts
Suicide incidents rising;
funds held by suspect
families to remove victims poor economy blamed
BERN, Switzerland (AP) — Switzerland has ordered the confiscation of about $114 million in accounts belonging to the brother of former Mexican
President Carlos Salinas de Gortari,the federal prosecutor's office said today.
The brother,Raul Salinas de Gortari,is in a Mexican prison
pending completion of his trial on charges of masterminding
the 1994 killing ofa political rival. He is also accused ofillegal
enrichment while holding a mid-level government post during
his brother's term.
Most ofthe money ordered confiscated,$89.9 million,is in
Swiss bank accounts. Switzerland is also requesting that
Britain seize $24.5 million.
Carla del Ponte,Swissfederal prosecutor,told reporters the
money came partly from protection payoffsfor drug shipments
through Mexico from Colombia to the United States.
Raul Salinas has denied any wrongdoing,saying the money in the Swiss accounts was an investment fund pooled by
several wealthy friends.
The Swiss dropped their own money laundering case
against Raul Salinas, saying it was no longer necessary as
Mexican authorities have started their own proceedings.

3

JESSE, Nigeria (AP) — Family and friends of
some victims burned in the deadly fireball that tore
through this southern Nigerian town are pulling the
injured out of hospitals, fearing they might be arrested, hospital officials said today.
Many of the patients taken from the hospitals were
apparently scavenging gasoline spilling from a pipeline that
exploded,said a hospital official who spoke on condition of
anonymity.It was not known how many people have stopped
their treatment.
Officials have not said whether they intend to press
charges in the weekend incident, which military officials said
killed at least 500 people.
Even for those who remain hospitalized the prognosis
was poor.
The area's hospitals were quickly overwhelmed by the
disaster. Physicians were overworked and medicine in short
supply. Hundreds of injured were believed to be receiving
treatment at home.
"We simply had to lock up our gate, we could not cope,"
said a doctor at Okparavero Memorial Hospital in the nearby
town of Sapele, who also spoke on condition anonymity.

4

TOKYO (AP) — A record number of suicide
victims have been found this year in a sprawling
forest at the foot of Mount Fuji, a grisly trend
authorities suspect is linked to Japan's slumping
economy.
More than 300 police and firefighters scoured the huge
forest southwest of Tokyo today in an annual search for
victims.They found three bodies,bringing to 58 the number
found in the area this year.
Most of the victims were discovered by hikers, picnickers and students who explore caves in the area.
By year's end, the 1998 toll "would be more than 70
bodies," Masaaki Mochizuki, spokesman for Fujiyoshida
police, predicted.
The previous record was set in 1994, when 57 bodies
were found in the forest, which investigators have been
searching for suicide victims once a year since 1971. Last
year, 55 were found, including 20 in the year's last three
months.
The forest is considered a prime suicide spot because of
its isolation, and was recommended in a book about suicide
a few years ago, Mochizuki said.
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Ballot Box: Election '98
By Elisabeth
Gold
Maine Campus staff

After being in Washington D.C. for
several weeks due to an overextended
congressional session, John Elias Baldacci is happy to be back home in Maine.
"It'sjust a greatfeeling, here in Maine
and here at the University of Maine," he
said.
Not only is Baldacci back, he's
ready to give a helping hand to the
people of Maine. At Homecoming this
past weekend. Baldacci shook hands
and greeted students and alumni at
Morse Stadium.
"Homecoming is a nice tradition," he
said."The stadium is just beautiful,looking at it. The dark green and the green, it
really is a nice facility."
Baldacci is a well-known name around
these parts. He comes from a family of
eight and his parents are the owners of
Momma Baldacci's in Bangor.
"He remembers your name, he remembers talking to you. He's always
very open and personable," said Sarah
Smith, volunteer for the Baldacci campaign and UMaine student.
Baldacci is currently the Democratic
candidate for Maine Congressional District 2.He said he strongly supports Question 1, the Research and Development
Referendum.Passing the bond would give
UMaine over $10 million in improving
the research for selected infrastructures

(file photo.)
within the university.
Baldacci said he firmly believes in
improving the many facets of education.
First, he supports national standards and
testing in reading and math. Secondly,
he supports allowing parents to use taxfree savings accounts to send their children to any publicly funded school. Finally,Baldocci supports voluntary teacher testing and would like to see teachers
be rewarded with merit pay.
Baldacci's concern with education
extends to the status of UMaine's facilities such as the Fogler Library.
"It is important that we recognize the
library is very important,and I know how
important the library,is when you're doing your research work. You have to have
a place to study, you got to have a place to
do your research, to do your writing," he
said."I know that Elaine [Albright, dean
of cultural affairs and libraries] and the
people there are trying to do their best.

Vote
vide facility, and equipment upgrades related to science, engineering, and technology.
If the referendum is passed, $13.5 million dollars of the bond will be split between
UMaine and the University of Southern
Maine, with the Orono campus receiving 80
percent of the total.
In another effort to encourage students to
vote, many on-campus students were visited
by State Representative Kathleen Stevens,
who is running for re-election this year.
Stevens, a UMaine alumna, said the entire campus had been covered and between
800 and 900 students registered to vote.
"This was very successful," she said.
"Sometimes people are reluctant to vote,but
there is interest this year."
Despite U-Maine U-Vote's efforts,
some students are unaware they can vote

Peter and Diane Hoff are doing a greatjob at
the university."
State Representative Kathleen Stevens
said Baldacci has the university and the surounding communities in his best interest.
"He's very attentive to the plight of the
University of Maine students," she said.
Baldacci said he would also like to improve the quality of life for Maine people.
He would like to increase the minimum
wage and establish empowerment zones in
large areas of unemployment.
"He's trying to do as much outreach as
possible," said Rosemary Baldacci,Baldacci's sister.
Baldacci supports the principle of providing tax credits for businesses that would
provide on-site child care. He said he would
pass legislation that encourages employers
to offer their employees the options of flextime scheduling,comp-time and unpaid leave
to attend to family responsibilities.
"He is making sure the single woman,
can afford child care so she can get out and
get an education, so she can get out and get
a job," said Ms. Baldacci, who also is Baldacci's campaign organizer.
Baldacci recently announced a grant to

combat hate-crimes in Maine. The grant,
awarded by the U.S. Department of Justice, promises $174,000 to combat hatecrimes in schools across the state.
This grant will allow the Maine Attorney General's Civil Rights Project to address the increasing incidents of schoolrelated hate-crimes and bias-motivated
harassment by creating a permanent program that will help teachers and students
in middle and high schools in Maine address this issue.
Baldacci said the federal government
should prosecute cases of discrimination
in the public sector. He supports affirmative action programs only if they do not
include quotas, and he supports the inclusion of sexual orientation in its anti-discrimination laws.
Following the Clinton controversy,
Ms. Baldacci said Baldacci is trying to
restore faith in politics.
"It's all very unfortunate. What he did
was wrong," Baldacci said."We have to
determine the process to be adhered to. It
isn't so much him as it is the process
because what we do today is going to,
establish the precedence for the future."o

MISSING

from page 1
in Orono, on campus. Jason Dionne, a
first year student did not know how he
could register.
"I haven't registered yet, but I would,"
he said.
Dionne said that he did not know much
about the issues, either.
"You see that stuff on TV,"he said,"and
I don't watch TV any more."
Another student,Raphael Ozdeminrer,a
sophomore environmental law major, said
he did not know he was eligible to vote on
campus.
Ozdeminrer, who is from Cheshire,
Conn., said that he wouldn't vote in the
Maine state election even if he had been
informed on how to register.
"I don't think that it is good, because it
doesn't affect me," he said.

It Works Wonders.

American
Heart
Association

Thomas A. Robert
has been missing from the University of Maine
Orono campus since August 29 1998.
If you have any information regarding his whereabouts
please contact Kevin Robert(Father) 207-284-8333
in the evening, or e-mail to realtor@gwi.net
His family is very concerned for safety and well being.
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Do you believe it was necessary for the town of Orono to pass the
ordinance that prevents discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation?

Desiree Scott
Graduate Student
Mansfield, Pa.
"Yes. If they can do the job,
then they should be able to do
so,as human beings. Personal
affairs are their own business."

Jed Miller
Supersenior
Camden, Maine
"It's not something that really affects me. I wouldn't discriminate against someone
either way."

Fred Odere
Junior
Nairobi, Kenya

Marylin Marsh
Sophomore
Bangor, Maine

Amy Rogers
Sophomore
Lebanon, Maine

"Yes. I think it's really cool.
It expands people's freedom. It protects people from
sexual bias."

'That's a volatile issue. I can see
both sides ,it's, trying to legislate
people's sexuality. I have mixed feelings. It makes you wonder where it
will stop. I think people are dealing
with various issues here."

"I agree with it totally. People
do get discriminated against
and they need some form of
protection for them."

GSS

from page 1

money. but for people to get into the modem
pool/space," Barstow said. "Some people
stay online for a long time and this limits the
space for other users."
Channing Ge,ele, vice president for Stu-

dent Entertainment,said they have sold nearly
two thousand tickets for the Blues Traveler
concert in the four days of sales so far. They
have also begun advertising at other schools
such as Bowdoin, Bates and USM. He also

Alcohol Awareness Week
October 19"-25th

1

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.

Monday,Oct.19:

Tuesday,Oct.20:

7pm, The Party
Video and discussion by
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility.
Locations: Hancock, Cumberland,
Knox, DTAV,
Oxford, Balentine, Androscoggin,
Hart, Gannett,
Kennebec Halls.

7pm, Drinks with Deb
Liquor, Law, and liability disousssion
with Deb Mitchell,
Crime Prevention Officer, Public
Safety.
Location: Aroostook Hall
MOCKTAILS WILL BE SERVEDIIIIIII

UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

Thursday,Oct.22:

7pm, Boozin and Choozin
An Inside Lookk at College Drinking
and discussion by the Peer Educator
Program.
Location: Somerset Hall

7pm, E=MC Beer
Video and discussion by the
Peer Educator Program.
Location: Hart Hall

The Maine Campus

Peace Week '98 Special Presentation
Real Life "Schindlers List" Survivor
rz
INIIImataaM

Wednesday,Oct.21:

Friday, Oct.23:

announced a volunteers meeting tonight at 8 nancial Affairs, said that the Residents
p.m.in the Sutton Lounge for anyone interest- on Campus funding is frozen until they
ed in jobs such as ushering and ticket-taking. can provide paperwork to help them perScott Morelli,GSS president,said that with form their duties, Also, Jellison anmore students attending UMaine this year the nounced that there is an investigation
number ofGSS members may adjust and there under way by the police into the Men's
may be room for one or two more GSS seats. 'Volleyball Club due to fraud and misapBrooke Jellison, vice president for Fi- propriation.
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Enjoy non-alcoholic, healthy
Hockey, Hockey, HookeyllIll
entertainment at the Memorial Gym
Alfond Arena, 7pm
Fieldhouse, Wallace Pobl, and Lathi
„IC Penny Classic Video
Fitness Center. Everything wil be
Championship Game
open until MIDNIGHT. The Latti
Fitness Center will be open for nonSunday,Oct.25:
members rom 8pm-11pm!!!
7pm, MONTE CARLO NIGHT!!!
(Courtesy of the Athletic Department
Location: DAMN YANKEE
and
Great Prizes!!!
Recreational Sports.)
All proceeds go to cancer research.
'Monday. Tuesday, Friday: A table will be set up in the UNION with pampillWil
pens, and candy!!! Stop by from 10an)-3pm.
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University of'Maine, Orono
'Monday, October 26 7:00 pm

from 10am-3pm passing out red ribbons. Place a rod ribbon on a tree, to represent someone
you lost due to drinking.
Make a pledge not to Drink for the week. Starts Sunday, Oct. 18 at 5pm and ends
Saturday Oct. 24 at 5prn. Get your pledges and get involved. Pledge sheets wit be
available Wednesday the 14th and Thursday 15th in the Dining Commons, Pledge
Sheets will also be mailed out to faculty and departments.
1 Sponsored by Substance Abuse Services, The Center for Students and
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• Tutors

Program offers academic help
By Stack Hook
Maine Campus staff
Students struggling in 100 and 200 level
classes can get small group tutoring at no
cost through the Onward Tutor Program.
More than 300 students have signed up
with the program this semester, and additional requests for tutor help are being accepted through Friday, October 23.
Angela Cole, a graduate student in communications, who currently serves as graduate
assistant to the program's coordinator, has
been involved with all aspects ofthe program.
"I have been tutored,I have been a tutor,
and now I coordinate tutoring," she said.
Judging from her experience, Cole said
tutoring could help improve a student's grade
in a class.
"Based upon the amount of work they
do, how much time they put in and if they
come prepared, we can improve a student's
overall understanding of course material,
which can improve their grade," she said.
Cole warns that students should not expect the tutoring program to be a homework
session or to re-teach course material. Instead, peer tutors who have already taken
the class and earned an A or B provide hands
on learning. Students are taught study skills
and learn to develop critical thinking skills.
Jessica Wentworth,a first year computer
engineering major, recently signed up with
the program to get a tutor. She originally
wanted a tutor for help to raise her grade in
her physics class, but was on a waiting list
for more than a week and decided to try for
a calculus tutor instead.

Dioxin
sor of economics Ralph Townsend, some
mills around the country find it more financially sound to pay the fines for dioxin
release rather than pay the cost to fix the
problem.
A Maine legislative bill passed in 1996
set the toughest standards in the entire
United States for dioxin release, Curtis
said.

"I heard about the program around campus, and I talked about it with my parents
after I got my midterm grades," she said.
Wentworth also discussed the tutoring
program with her professors, who advised
her to enroll.
"They said it was a really good program
and that it would be a good idea," she said.
Jason Dionne, an undeclared first year
student, meets with a tutor and study group
twice a week to study for biology. He signed
up with the Onward program after hearing
about it in a class.
"My tutor helps explain things,and makes
unclear things more clear.He uses examples
that make it more interesting," Dionne said.
Dionne said he finds it helpful to be able
to study with other students from his class
during his tutoring sessions.
"I think it helps when ideas bounce off
each person," he said.
Students request help in math and science classes most often,but tutoring is available in most 100 and 200 level classes, Cole
said. The program does not offer tutoring in
English classes, English as a second language classes, or economics classes that
have an ECO course designator. Additional
help in these subjects are available through
their individual departments.
Students who are interested in getting a
tutor or becoming a tutor must schedule an
appointment by calling 581-2351 or stopping by 104 Dunn Hall. Students will be
matched up with tutors who are available
for up to three hours of tutoring a week.Due
to limited resources, students can only have
one tutor each semester.

-State Representative Kathleen Stevens

from page 1
Fort James has made significant gains
in reducing the amount of dioxins released
into the James River since the bill was
passed, Curtis said.
"We have reduced dioxin release by
well over 90 percent," he said. "We once
produced 50 parts per quadrillion, where
we now have less than ten parts per quadrillion in all areas of the mill."

• State news

Parents angry over school dance
BUXTON, Maine (AP) — Parents of
four special education students who were
kicked out of a school dance after being
invited to attend say they did not get an
apology at a closed-door meeting with
school administrators.
Parents also complained that School
Administrative District6 officials were not
cooperating in getting to the bottom of the
incident because they were denied information Monday night in a report on the
incident.
The school department's lawyer,Donald
Kopp,said the information contained in the
written report was not for public view because it involved private personnel matters
and student information.
The four girls were invited by their teachers to the Oct.9 dance for seventh-graders at
Bonny Eagle Middle School. The girls are
technically in the sixth grade, but they are

"It has been an honor and a privilege to serve the
Town of Orono in the Maine State Legislature for
the past three terms. Together we can help Orono
and The University of Maine grow better than ever"

Representative Kathleen Stevens Speaking
at a University of Maine political rally

For more information visit our web site: www.agate.net/-stevens1998
e-mail: stevens1998@agate.net -phone: (207) 866-3697

Elect
State _presentative
'District 123

assigned to the seventh-grade wing of the
school and attend classes, lunch and other
activities with non-special education seventhgraders.
Two of the girls even received written
notes from a special education aide saying
they could attend.
About 20 minutes into the dance, Assistant Principal Martha Corkery told them
to leave and escorted them to the office to
call their parents. Principal Ansel Stevens
Jr. also told the parents the girls had to
leave.
Their parents were outraged, saying
school officials ruined their daughters' first
school dance.
Kelly Fusco, mother of one girl removed from the dance, said she told the
board during Monday night's executive
session that she wanted Stevens fired because of the way he handled the incident.

VOTE November 3rd!
American Heart
Association

Polls are open from 7am - 8pm
Precinct 1 American Legion Hall, Park Street (Across from Thriftway
Precinct 2 Doris Twitchell Allen Village,University of Maine, Kilt°
Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-Elect Representative Kathleen Stevens, Jeannie Malaya, Treasure
P.O. Box 226, Orono, Maine 04473
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Dan Bartlett
By Debra Hatch
Special to the Campus
University of Maine sophomore Dan
Bartlett likes nature. He likes being in
the woods and around trees. So it is
not surprising that the Pittsfield native
is a forestry major. What is surprising
is he recently placed first at the National Collegiate Logging Finals in Ohio
for chain saw skills this October.
Before he came to the University of
Maine, Bartlett had never imagined
participating in the event, let alone
winning it. It was not until he started
his work study job as an assistant for
Chuck Simpson, woodlands manager
at UMaine, that he learned the skill of
working with chain saws.
"When I started here I started from
scratch," Bartlett said.
Learning how to use the chain saw
safely and confidently is something
the forestry department and the logging game encouraged him to do,
Bartlett said. The games were created mainly as a safety program to
show how to use chain saws responsibly.
Bartlett said he also trained for the
competition through work related to

his major. The mandatory summer session forestry majors are required to
take allowed Bartlett to gain most of
his field experience, he said.
"We spent a lot of time during the
summer gaining a lot of practical experience," he said. "Going to the competition [in Ohio] was to show how
much we learned from this."
Each year, two students from the
university's forestry department are selected to attend the logging finals. This
year Bartlett and fellow forestry student Jon Parker attended.
Bartlett credits his success to the top
notch training he participated in at the
university.
"Going into the games I was very
confident and well prepared. UMaine
has one of the best training programs
compared to the other schools there,"
Bartlett said.
During the competition, Bartlett
needed to know specifically how to cut
the trees so that they would fall in the
right direction. Bartlett said that it was
difficult and required a lot of concentration to do it right.
The games encompassed other colleges with forestry departments, including Pennsylvania University, and

Dan Bartlett
ON LIVING OFF CAMPUS:
"It has taken a lot of time to get used to. I don't worry about
my roommates as much since they have their own rooms and
can shut the door if they want privacy. It's much more relaxed
and cheaper."
ON THANKSGIVING:
"Usually, I spend most of my holiday hunting and visiting with
family. I'm also a big eater with a high metabolism,so I like having
all the food."
ON SPORT HUNTING:
"I really don't care if I even shootanything. I like spending thattime

just being in the woods."
ON WORKING OUT WITH ARMY ROTC:
Dan worked out with Army ROTC before he even joined them. He (Jason Canniff photo.)
says that working out gives him "a lot more energy and makes me

Hocking College, where the games the necessary skills to win.
were held. This is the only year that
Bartlett said the whole experience
Bartlett can participate in the contest. was just as important as his success.
Bartlett said the university commu"My main goal at the games was
nity and the forestry department has just to have fun and enjoy it," he said.
been supportive in helping him learn "And I did."
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State News
• Labor

Loggers close border crossings in protest
FORT KENT, Maine(AP) — As demonstrators continued to block a remote border crossing Tuesday, woodsmen met with
members of Maine's congressional delegation to share concerns about a federal program that allows Canadian loggers to work
in the Maine woods.
But the meeting with Sen. Susan Collins
and Rep. John Baldacci concluded with no
end in sight for the blockade.

No violence or arrests were reported in
the protests on Tuesday,the second day ofthe
blockade at a crossing at St. Pamphile, Quebec, about 60 miles southwest of Fort Kent.
"It remains peaceful and uneventful,"
said Stephen McCausland, spokesman for
the Maine Department of Public Safety.
Four pickup trucks blocked the private
logging road, Maine State Police Sgt. Julie
Bergan said from Houlton.

• Shopping

Bargains scarce at outlets
FREEPORT, Maine (AP) — Arlene
Johnson of Connecticut was looking for a
bargain while shopping at the outlet stores
here with her family. But she left the shopping mecca disappointed.
don't find things very reasonable in
the outlets," Johnson said. She is not alone.
It used to be that outlet stores were places
where savvy shoppers could find some serious bargains. But some shoppers say those
bargains are getting harder to find, a change
that could hurt Maine's two biggest outlet
centers. Kittery and Freeport.
"You think you're going to get a bargain
in the outlets] but that's not the case,"
Johnson said as she visited from Washington, Conn.
Freeport is struggling in the new outlet
era.
Taxable consumer sales in the town
dropped sharply in 1995,from $264 million
to $244 million, according to state figures.
Although they picked up again in 1996 and
last year, sales still have not rebounded to
the 1994 level.
And there are some vacancies in what
was once one of the hottest retail spots in the

Northeast.
"The bloom is off the outlet rose," said
Kurt Barnard, the president of Barnard's
Retail Trend Report, which tracks the retail
industry.
Part of the reason might be that outlets
have been trying to move upscale, Barnard
said, but nicer decors and bigger sales staffs
also bring higher prices.
"All of the fancy appearance costs money to create and to maintain," he said,"as a
result of which,outlet prices aren't as low as
they used to be."
Although the growth of the market for
outlets has slowed, outlet centers like Kittery and Freeport still offer an entertaining
diversion for those who like shopping and
don't mind spending a lot of time looking
for some real bargains, he said.
"That's what keeps outlets going," Barnard said. "But we're not seeing very substantial increases" in outlets.
Kittery,like Freeport, suffered a fall-off
in sales in 1995, but the drop was just $1
million off sales of$183 million. Sales have
grown by $10 million a year in the past two
years, to more than $202 million in 1997.

The demonstrators kept trucks carrying
about 20 Canadian loggers from entering at
the checkpoint and kept three truckloads of
Maine wood from crossing into Canada,
McCausland said.
The demonstrators accused Canadians
of taking Maine jobs through a temporary
agricultural assistance program that allows
Canadians to apply for U.S.jobs if there are
not enough U.S. workers to fill them.
The protesters also feel employers are
undercutting wages and circumventing
workers!. compensation and safety laws,
Baldacci said.
The U.S.Labor Department was reviewing the bond that allows the Canadians to
work in Maine, Baldacci said.
Stacey Kelly ofFort Kent represented the
Maine loggers at the meeting with Collins,
Baldacci and state and federal officials at the
Northern Regional Airport in Presque Isle.

"There are both short-term concerns
about the immediacy of the fact that he has
no work ... and long-term concerns about
wood being cut in Maine and shipped to
Canada," Baldacci said.
Bonita Hafford, the wife of Hilton Hafford, an Allagash logger who organized the
protest, said the demonstration would continue for "as long as it takes to get someone's attention."
Kelly and the others want the secretary
of labor to issue a work stoppage order to the
commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
The last time such an injunction was
issued was in 1974 during a blockade of ports
of entry in Maine by American loggers.
"We've proven we can close the border.
I have been told it was unrealistic of us to
think the (Canadians) would be sent home
by the government," Kelly said.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
Ullaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

Attention Off Campus
Students...
The Off Campus Board is currently looking for
volunteers to fill positions on the Off Campus
Council(OCC).

• Bowater

Mills,land to be sold separately
MILLINOCKET,Maine(AP)—Bowa- 629 people, Nemirow said in a stateter Inc. is willing to sell its Maine holdings ment.
including two paper mills and a portion of its
Workers in the East Millinocket Mill
2 million acres of timberland piecemeal believe the modernization project will
instead of as a package.
make their plant less vulnerable than the
Bids to buy all ofBowater's Maine holdings aging plant in Millinocket that employs
apparently did not meet the expectations of 900 people.
President Arnold M. Nemirow,analysts said.
"I feel really bad for Millinocket. I'd
Bowater, the parent company of Great like to see a buyer for Millinocket," said
Northern Paper Co.,originally announced it George Tapley, president of the United Pawould sell its Millinocket Mill.
perworkers International Union Local 37 in
Since then, Nemirow has added its East East Millinocket.
Millinocket Mill, a sawmill near Ashland,
Some Wall Street analysts had put the
its hydroelectric system, a portion of its possible sale price ofBowater's Maine holdmassive timberland holdings to the list of ings at $750 million, or more than twice the
items for sale.
$322 million price tag the company paid to
Despite putting, its Maine holdings Georgia-Pacific Corp. in 1990.
up for sale. Bowater will move forward
But the bids Bowater received Aug. 7
with a $220 million modernization of its were far below what some analysts forecast,
East Millinocket mill, which employs according to industry watchers.

THE DAY

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association

The Off Campus Council is the legislative branch of OCB that
deals with issues affecting off campus students. The OCC also
brings programming and entertainment for off campus students
and the surrounding community.
Ifyou are interested in getting involved or want more information,
contact the OffCampus Board at 581-1840.
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National News
• Foreign policy

Clinton,Hussein aid in peace process
QUEENSTOWN, Md.(AP) — Under Bank,with the Palestinians responding with
President Clinton's prodding and with Jor- the confiscation of illegally held weapons
dan's King Hussein on hand to help, Israel from militant groups on territory they aland the Palestinians began shaping theframe- ready control and the jailing of suspect terwork of a West Bank land-for-peace accord rorists.
on the sixth day oftheir summit talks,sourcThe United States would assume the role
es close to the negotiations said Tuesday.
of verifying both the weapons seizure and the
The pace of negotiations picked up Tues- jailings,the sources told The Associated Press.
day, with Israel and the Palestinians getting
The Israeli pullback and the Palestinian
down to hard bargaining. Clinton,in his fifth counterterrorism moves would be carried
day at a secluded Maryland retreat set up out in parallel phases. A major sticking
back-to-back meetings with Israeli Prime point remained whether and when Israel
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestin- would carry out another pullback. It has
ian leader Yasser Arafat.
offered to withdraw from an additional 1
He had been briefed on his arrival from percent.
Washington by Secretary of State Madeleine
While the Palestinians are demanding an
Albright, then conferred with Hussein, who unspecified, larger swath of land, the negojoined the talks at the administration's request. tiators are examining an Israeli proposal that
"There is important work going on here, the dispute be taken up by an Israeli-Palesbut significant gaps are still there," White tinian committee with no U.S. participation
in its deliberations.
House spokesman Joe Lockhart said.
The sources, who spoke on condition of
Clinton and Hussein arrived separately
anonymity, said that while several knotty at the Wye River Conference Center, where
issues remained, Israel and the Palestinians the talks began last Thursday. The king had
had succeeded in reaching a preliminary been resting at his Potomac,Md.,home after
understanding on several points.
a round of chemotherapy at the Mayo ClinThese included a 12-week Israeli pull- ic, where he is being treated for cancer.
back from a further 13 percent of the West
"We think he has the unique ability to

bring home to the delegations the necessity
for making peace," State Department
spokesman James P. Rubin said.
"We felt he could play a constructive
role in the talks today," Lockhart said.
A day after a grenade attack in Israel
further complicated the talks,Rubin said the
two sides had shifted from posturing to
"endgame" bargaining. "We are past the
atmospherics and down to hard bargaining," he said.
There were some signs of progress.
A senior U.S. official said, "People are
rushing around and trying to come up with
bridging ideas." Another was word from
the Palestinian delegation that U.S. mediator Dennis Ross,Palestinian negotiator Saeb
Erekat and an Israeli legal expert, Daniel
Reisner, had resumed drafting tentative language for an agreement after a three-day
suspension.
However, Yasser Abed Rabbo, a Palestinian official, said, "We will reject any
formula for a partial agreement. We are
insisting on a comprehensive agreements,
and that's what President Arafat has told all
the parties."
Hussein lost control of East Jerusalem

and all ofthe West Bank when Jordan joined
Egypt, Syria and several other Arab countries in a coordinated attack on Israel in
1967. He kept out of the 1973 Middle East
War, however, and after years of secret
negotiations with Israel, the king signed a
peace treaty with Israel in 1994.
In dealing with the Palestinians, he also
underwent a transformation. Claiming he
was targeted to be overthrown,Hussein sent
his best troops against the Palestinians in a
bloody conflict in 1970. But subsequently
he gave up any claim to the West Bank and
supports the establishment there of a Palestinian state alongside Jordan's border.
Twenty years ago, President Carter
smoothed out differences between Egypt
and Israel and cleared the way for a peace
treaty between the two countries a year later.
Hussein declined too in that peace process.
In the past few years, Hussein has spoken passionately of peace. He made a moving speech at the funeral of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995 and is seen
by the Clinton administration, and Israel, as
a useful interlocutor with Arafat and other
Arab leaders still at odds with the Jewish
state.

Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company

undi our Imagi
YOU REMEMBER,"lights out" would have snuffed the most exciting aviation battles in history if
your bright idea hadn't illuminated the room. Your imagination has always been on full throttle. This is the
kind of thinking we need at Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company.
Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company, is a recognized leader in the design, development and manufacture
of a wide range of electronic systems for defense and commercial markets. We offer you the opportunity
to perform at your very best as you work with a diverse range of hot technologies in areas such as
electronic countermeasures, surveillance systems, avionics, mission planning systems, tactical and
commercial communications.
With over 50 current openings for college graduates, our Southern New Hampshire project teams are seeking
individuals with degrees in the following areas:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMPUTER ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Transforming

the

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

At Sanders, you'll work among top professionals in the industry and enjoy our innovative company
programs such as Engineering and Operations Leadership Development, Technical Graduate Development,
in-house training and our popular 9 day/80 hour work schedule which gives you up to 26 Fridays off each
year.Join us and discover how far you can go with a recognized and respected world leader powering your career.

SANDERS WILL BE CONDUCTING ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1998. PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER
SERVICES DEPARTMENT TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT.
If you'd like to send your resume directly, please address it to:
Sanders, A Lockheed Martin Company, Attn: CR-8520, P.O. Box 2029, Nashua, NH 03061-2029;
Fax (603) 885-6398; Email: hrrep.sanders@lmco.com

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WINIALSANDERS.COM
Applicants selected may be subject to a security investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for
access to classified information. US citizenship required for most positions. Equal opportunity employer.
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• Internet

Microsoft hits back in antitrust suit

WASHINGTON (AP) — Technology
giant Microsoft Corp. portrayed itself at
its antitrust trial Tuesday as an underdog
racing to play catch-up when it entered a
then-new market for Internet software.
Microsoft hit back at government
claims that it illegally used its influence as
the maker ofthe dominant Windows operating system — the central nervous system crucial to most personal computers—
to try to dominate other markets, such as
one for Internet software.
The company's conduct against rivals
was tough but legal, Microsoft's lawyer,
John Warden, said as he outlined the defense case in his opening statement in the
landmark antitrust case.
"Antitrust laws are not a code of civility," Warden said.
The outcome of the trial — expected to
last six weeks — could determine much
about the future of the computer industry
at a time when it is increasingly important
to virtually all aspects of modern life.
Microsoft's biggest rival for Internet
software, Netscape Communications
Corp., enjoyed almost 90 percent of the
market and earned $45 million from the

software in 1995. The company was co- like a flash on a camera or a car radio, but
founded by Marc Andreessen, who helped like a shutter on a camera or a car's transinvent the software, called graphical mission." And it argues that its decision
browsers, which let people view informa- to bundle the products was driven by contion on the Internet.
sumer demand and technical benefit.
"Netscape had what the government
Warden, for example, said customers
would consider a monopoly in the market don't want to assemble different software
for Internet browsers until the great Satan, components-such as a browser or backup
Microsoft, came along," Warden said.
tools- into a useful package themselves.
Microsoft argued that its immensely
"They want their new machines to
successful business strategy was legal — come out of the box, consumers do, and
to build browser technology directly into just work," Warden said.
its Windows products, to entice the naMicrosoft on Tuesday also questioned
tion's largest Internet companies to dis- the government's first witness, James
tribute its browser rather than Netscape's Barksdale, Netscape's chief executive ofand to prohibit computer makers from ficer.
removing easy access to its browser in
Asked whether he had lobbied the JusWindows.
tice Department to pursue an antitrust case
Since then, Netscape's market share against Microsoft, Barksdale said the Jushas fallen to roughly 50 percent but it is tice Department approached him about its
giving the browser software to private investigation in 1995. In written testimoconsumers for free.
ny unsealed late Monday,Barksdale wrote
The government contends Microsoft's that Microsoft sought to "crush" his combehavior violated federal antitrust laws be- pany after he rejected an offer during a
cause Microsoft was motivated to bundle its controversial June 1995 meeting to illebrowser within Windows to hurt Netscape. gally divide the market for Internet softMicrosoft, though, insists that its ware.
browser in Windows was "not an add-on,
But Warden said Microsoft made no

such illegal proposal, saying Netscape either "concocted" a story about an illegal
offer or it was the result of a "fantasy
[that] arose from the naivete of Marc Andreessen," whose notes from the meeting
are government evidence.
The government showed e-mail Monday from Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates,
written days before the 1995 meeting,
saying: "I think there is a very powerful
deal of some kind we can do with
Netscape."
Warden criticized what he called the
government's "effort to demonize Bill
Gates," defending him as "a man whose
vision and innovation have been at the
core of the benefits" of the computer age.
Gates' deposition also was the subject
of a federal appeals court hearing Tuesday. Microsoft is trying to block public
access to videotapes of the government's
questioning.
An obscure 1913 law requires that depositions in federal antitrust cases be open
to the public "as freely as are trials in
open court." But a Microsoft lawyer called
the law outdated. The appeals court will
rule later.
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TAKE TECHNOLOGY
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth.
We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we have available. Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Resume
Processing Center, PO. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resumegrayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Raytheon
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• White House

Clinton appoints new chief of staff
WASHINGTON(AP)—PresidentClinton named John Podesta as his chief of staff
Tuesday,replacing millionaire businessman
Erskine Bowles with an immigrant's grandson with "a tough hide."
"Bowles,blue blood. Podesta, blue collar," Podesta joked. "I know what it really
means to work for the minimum wage and to
count your raises in cents and not dollars. ...
That is why I'm so profoundly grateful to
the president for giving me this chance to
serve our country in this hallowed place."
Clinton said Podesta, a veteran go-to
man for the president's many investigative
woes, brings a number of assets to the chief
of staff post, the highest-ranking of Clinton's aides.
"He has a tough hide, a dry wit, a lot of
patience in dealing with the president,"
Clinton said."He and his family have a taste
for riding roller coasters. That will certainly
serve him well here."
"You have chosen someone to lead the
team in the days ahead that 1 both admire and
respect,- Bowles told Clinton. "I could not
be leaving you in better hands, my friend.It had long been assumed that Podesta
would succeed Bowles. who is returning to
his home state of North Carolina at the end
of the month to consider a run for governor
in 2000. Podesta will assume his new duties
in November.
Podesta was among the aides who accompanied Bowles to Capitol Hill to negotiate the fiscal 1999 budget agreement
reached last week with Congress. Podesta
said they made an odd team — he, blunt and
scrappy, Bowles, relaxed and erudite.
"No one ever got confused about which
one of us had a passion for golf and which
one of us had a passion for amusement
parks," Podesta joked.
But after Clinton proclaimed his budget
victory on the White House lawn and walked
away in a phalanx of aides, it was Podesta

who walked beside him,his arm around the
president's back.
"Working in the White House is as
high an honor as anyone involved in public
service can achieve,"Podesta said."Working here means a great deal to me, and so
does working for a president who makes
every day count when it comes to solving
problems for average people."
Podesta, a 49-year-old Chicago native,
is an ultra-connected operative described
privately by White House colleagues as a
true "grown-up," a man of quirky humor
who makes both Democrats and Republicans comfortable,a straight-shooter with a
low threshold for nonsense.
"John's qualities are also his problem," said White House spokesman Joe
Lockhart. "He can't be at all the tables all
the time. There's nothing that happens in
this building that people don't want John's
input on. He's stretched very thin.It is at those moments that Podesta's
"other side" comes out — a mean, surly
presence his White House colleagues nicknamed "Skippy..'
Lockhart encountered kippy once, an
experience about which he won't elaborate. screwed something up," Lockhart
said. "I met Skippy. Then he went home."
Podesta is expected to continue in
Bowles'tradition by putting together a hardworking, low-profile White House staff to
help Clinton weather impeachment proceedings. He jokingly hinted at that Tuesday,
closing the Rose Garden ceremony in his
honor by ordering the staff back to work.
"As we say around here every Friday
— only two more working days 'til Monday," Podesta said.
But Podesta's greatest impact is expected to come in using his friendly Hill
relationships to ease the pressures that are
destined to build in both political parties.at
the start of the presidential election cycle.

Peace Week'98 Movie Presentation

"I'm elated by the news," said Sen.
Tom Daschle, D-S.D. "He's a consensus
builder and a very, very good political strategist. His style is often called low key, but
there's nothing low key about John Podesta
when it comes to his ability to energize and
orchestrate."
Dick Leon,a former Republican deputy
counsel during the Iran-Contra investigation who teaches with Podesta at George-

town University,said Podesta is ideal for the
job because he is well-versed in resolving
differences between the branches of government.
"He's a man of great prudence," Leon
said."He's a student not only of the process
of government, but the process of conflict.
He has a tremendous instinct...fordoing the
thing that makes sense under tough circumstances."

• Texas

Helicopters rescue flood victims
VICTORIA,Texas(AP)—Perched on the
roof of his home while the Guadalupe River
swirled menacingly around him, Larry Crisp
stepped without hesitation into a nylon rope
basket dangling from a helicopter.
"I was thinking, 'There sure is a lot of
water,"'he said."They put the basket down,I
just got in."
Crisp was among scores of trapped residents rescued by helicopters and boats Tuesday
as rain-swollen waterways spilled across southeastern Texas, carrying off homes, cattle and
lives in the coffee-brown floodwaters. •
The bodies of a 6-year-old boy, a 37-yearold man and a 10-year-old girl who had been
swept away by the floodwaters were found
Tuesday. That brought to 18 the death toll in
Texassince weekend stormsswamped60counties, or nearly one-fourth ofthe state. A 7-yearold boy remains missing.
Up to 5,000 cattle, many without brands to
identify them, were roaming free because of
washed-away pens and fences near San Antonio.
But much of the misery was flowing downstream Tuesday.Nearly2feetofrain around San
Antonio senttorrentsofwatertowardfarm towns
and cities along the Guadalupe and other rivers.

In Cuero,90 miles southeast,three-quarters
of the town of 7,000 was under water after the
Guadalupe crested at 49.78 feet, more than
double its 20-foot flood stage. At least 2,000
people were left homeless.
"We're just taking it a minute at a time,"
city Secretary Nancy Gips said. "Until the
water recedes, we can't do much of anything
except make sure everyone's safe and dry."
At the state prison near.Cuero,officials had
some ofthe 1,300inmates pumping water from
the first floor and said the prisoners would
probably be moved up to the second floor.
More than 20 miles downstream in Victoria, a town of60,000 people, locals called it the
worst flooding since 1936. National Guardsmen flying over the Guadalupe said the river
was nearly four miles wide at some points. It
usually is 150 feet across.
"I've seen some trailersfloating,a couple of
motor homes floating," said Pete Durbin, a
chief warrant officer aboard one of the choppers. "It's ugly."
As bad as things are, some flood victims
refused to be rescued, even as they sought
refuge on their rooftops.
"They just waved us off,- Durbin said. "I
think I'd be gone."
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Did your class end
after the commons closed?
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Did you forget to eat
because you studied late in the library?
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Thursday, October 22, 1998
6-9 pm
100 D.P. Corbett
free, open to the public
On Monday October 26,Holocaust survivor Zev Kedem,one of the 1,100
names on Oskar Schindler's list, and one of the pc%ple who consulted
on and appears in the film, will speak on "Schindlcr's List: Remembering the Past to Create a Just Future."
7 pm at Maine Center for the Arts
Free and open to the public * Reception to follow
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Were you catching up on laundry
you forgot to take home to your mom—
and you missed dinner?

•
•

We have night time dining optionsjust use your diningfunds!
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Bear's Den- open until 10 pm Monday -Friday
Union Coffee Shop- open until 11:30 pm Monday- Friday
Hilltop Market- open until Spm Monday- Friday
or
get a Grab & Go meal from the dining commons
when you're there for lunch!
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• Economics

Trade deficit hits all time high
WASHINGTON(AP)— America's trade
deficit hit an all-time high of$16.8 billion as the
global financial crisis pushed down exports of
manufactured goods and farm products for a
fifth straight month. Imports surged, led by a
flood of cars and auto parts from Mexico and
Canada and toys from China.
The deficit for Augustjumped 15.3 percent
above a revised July imbalance of$14.5 billion,
the Commerce Departmentsaid Tuesday.Much
of the deterioration reflected a surge in automotive imports asforeign suppliers played catch-up
afterthesettlementofthe General Motorsstrikes.
Exportsfell to theirlowestlevel in 19 months
as the global financial crisis continued to depress demand in key markets for American
producers. Sales of farm products dropped to
their lowest level in more than four years.
So far this year, America's deficit in goods
and services trade is on track to set an all-time
record at $165 billion, far above the previous
mark of $153 billion set in 1987. And economists predict even further deterioration in 1999
as Asian economies plunge deeper into recession and as Japan, the world's second biggest
economy, struggles to emerge from its worst
downturn in 50 years.
"We have got a lot of bad months ahead of
us on trade," said Lawrence Chimerine,chief
economist at the Economic Strategy Institute,a
Washington think tank. "It wouldn't take a lot
to push usinto arecession when you have a trade
deficit growing this rapidly."
At the White House, presidential spokesman Joe Lockhart said the bad trade figures
underscore the need for other countries to heed
President Clinton's call for a "strategy to re-

store economic growth around the world."
ican consumers by the steep decline in Asian
The Federal Reserve last Thursday cut in- currencies.
terest rates for the second time in just over two
America's deficit with Pacific Rim counweeks in an effort to keep the global turmoil tries rose by 5.6 percent in August to $15.7
from pushing the U.S.economy into recession. billion and for the first eight months ofthis year
And the administration has been working is running 41 percent above the 1997 pace.
behind the scenes to assemble an expected $30
The deficit with China climbed to a record
billion financial assistance package for Brazil, $5.9 billion, reflecting a surge in shipments of
hoping to erect a fire wall that will keep Latin toys and gamesas stores stock upfor Christmas.
America's largest economy from going into a
America's deficit with Japan was up 0.5
crash like those of Asia and Russia. The Inter- percent in August to $5.2 billion and is 16
national Monetary Fund and Brazilian author- percent higher than a year ago. The Clinton
ities said Tuesday both sides were moving administration contends that Japan must deal
closer to an agreement.
moreeffectively with its banking and economic
American exports to Latin America and troubles to give its Asian neighbors any hope of
Canada have started to suffer as those countries emerging from their recessions.
began to experience slower growth. Canada
The0.3 percent drop in U.S.exports pushed
and Latin America account for more than onethird of U.S. exports.
• Crime
Wall Street took the bad trade figures in
stride,focusing instead on hopes that the Fed's
unexpected rate cut last Thursday will be one of
several recession-fighting reductions by the
SANTA ANA,Calif.(AP)— A man whose
central bank.TheDow Jones industrial average homicidal rape spree terrorized Orange County
rose 39.40 to close at 8,505.85 — a gain of567 in the late 1970s and led to the 16-year imprispoints over the past five sessions.
onment of an innocent man was convicted
Merrill Lynch economist Stan Shipley said Tuesday on six counts of first-degree murder.
the ballooning trade deficit probably lowered
Gerald Parker, 43, could face the death
economic growth during the just-completed penaltyfor killingfive women aged 17to 31 and
July-September quarter to between 1.5 percent attacking one who was pregnant in the "Bedand 2 percent,far below the 5.5 percent pace in room Basher" assaultsfrom 1978-79.The pregthe first three months of the year before Asia's nant woman lost her full-term fetus.
woes began to affect the United States.
The woman's then-husband, Kevin Green,
In addition to the loss of export markets, was convicted and served more than 16 years in
domestic makers of such items as cars and prison. Then,in 1996,DNA samples taken from
computers face increased competition from Parker,a former Marine staff sergeant who was
foreign goods madesuddenly cheaperfor Amer- convicted ofrape,were matched with tracesfrom

them down to $74.84 billion, the lowest level
since January 1997. Exports of farm products
fell 3.9 percent to $3.57 billion as American
farmers continued to be battered by low commodity prices and weak overseasdemand.Congress has responded by including $6 billion in
emergency farm assistance in a budget bill.
Importsjumped 2.2 percentto$91.6 billion in
August,led by the increase in shipments ofautomotive products. The import jump would have
been even worse except for a further drop in oil
prices, which fell to their lowest levels in 12 years.
The deficit with Mexico was up 53.9 percent to a record $1.76 billion, with automotive
parts accounting for half the surge in imports.
The deficit with Canada rose 4.5 percent to
$1.82 billion.

Justice prevails after 16 years
five unsolved crimes and the Green case.
Green was released in 1996. He now lives
in Missouri.
Green's ex-wife,DianneD'Aiello,said she
still does not remember Parker. Police contend
that after Green left her apartment,Parker broke
in, rendered her unconscious with a wooden
board, then sexually assaulted her.
D'Aiello went into shock and fell into a
coma,during which oxygen stopped flowing to
her 9-month-old fetus, which was stillborn.
The blows to the head robbed D'Aiello of
her senses ofsmell and hearing,and someofher
memory. She often has trouble writing and is
unable to work.

IT'S TIME TO
VOTE
AGAIN!!
ON TUESDAY NOVEMBER 3, 1998
You Can Cast Your Vote

• This year there are many important candidates and issues to decide.
• One important issue affecting the University of Maine is Question One.
• Question One is a $20 Million Research and Development Bond Proposal.
• Do not be the only one not voting on election day!!!

VOTE ON NOVEMBER 3RD
•
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• Technology

• Embezzlement

Implant allows man to control computer
ATLANTA (AP) — A Star Trek-type
implant that enables direct communication
between the brain and a computer is allowing a paralyzed, mute stroke victim to use
his brainpower to move a cursor across a
screen and convey simple messages such as
hello and goodbye.
Researchers believe the tiny implant the
size of the tip of a ballpoint pen is the first
device that allows direct communication
between the brain and a computer.
"Of all things people lose, the ability to
communicate is the most frightening thing
— to know what you want to say and not to
be able to say it," said Dr. Warren Selman,
a neurosurgeon at University Hospitals of
Cleveland notinvolved in the research."This
is the first step to unlocking that."
Doctors implanted a device into the 53year-old man's brain that amplifies his brain
signals. Those signals are then transmitted
to a laptop computer through an antennalike coil placed on his head.
Like a computer mouse,the brain signals
can move a cursor across the computer screen
and point at icons with messages such as
"See you later. Nice talking with you." The
man can also use the cursor to tell others that

he is hungry or thirsty.
"It's like we're making the mouse the
patient's brain," said Dr.Roy Bakay,one of
two Emory University doctors who developed the technology.
Eventually, researchers hope to use the
technology to teach patients to write letters,
send e-mail and turn lights off and on via
computer.
"It opens up a very exciting new chapter
in rehabilitation for such patients," said Dr.
William Friedman, program director and
associate chairman of neurosurgery at the
University of Florida.
The patient, identified only as J.R., suffered a brain stem stroke and is dependent
on a ventilator at the Atlanta Veterans Affairs Medical Center. His brain functions
normally, but its signals do not reach their
intended destination.
Six months ago, Bakay and Dr. Phillip
Kennedy implanted a tiny glass cone into
the man's brain. A substance that encourages nerves to grow prompted the brain's
nerves to link up to electrodes in the cone,
forming what Bakay calls "a little brain"
inside the cone.
The electrodes can transmit electrical

impulses produced by the brain to a computer.
To train J.R.'s brain, researchers told
him to think about grabbing a glass. The
cone is implanted in an area of the brain
that can produce signals designed to cause
movement.
Bakay and Kennedy have been testing
the technology on animals for 12 years.
Kennedy has patented the technology.
The first human patient, a woman suffering from Lou Gehrig's disease, was able
to control computer signals for 76 days
before she died.J.R.is their second patient.
The National Institutes of Health have
awarded funding to continue research on at
least one more patient.
For more than a decade, some paralyzed people have communicated with a
computer program that translates their coded blinking into letters on a screen. J.R.can
blink, but "I think he enjoys doing this,"
Bakay said.
Selman expressed caution about using
the technology on anybody except patients
with long-term paralysis. "You'd hate to
put something in somebody in an area
they're going to recover," he said.

• Internet

Woman meet husband,kidney donor online
YORK, Pa. (AP) — When Teresa
Ms. Dravk has been suffering from
Dravk logged onto an Internet chat room kidney failure for more than 10 years
one day last year, she not only found the following a transplant. On dialysis since
love of her life, she met the man who 1992, she was in need of another transcould save her life.
plant. When Fleming found out, he volAfter the initial correspondence, Ms. unteered immediately.
Dravk, 38. exchanged long e-mails with
"It was phenomenal odds that I'd be
Ian Fleming,28,of Manchester,England. a suitable donor for her," said Fleming,
Eventually the two met and on Sept. 19 a government worker and professional
they married.
bicyclist in England.
That might have been enough of a
The couple will undergo the transplant
happy ending, but Fleming turned out to surgery in Philadelphia in November.
be a perfect match in more ways than one.
The offer seems to have endeared
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Fleming to the in-laws, particularly after
the couple's short courtship.
"Our family wondered what was going on. It all was happening so fast," said
Ms.Dravk's mother,Tricia Dravk."They
wondered if he just wanted to marry her
to come to this country."

CIA headquarters to be named for Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Clinton signed legislation Tuesday funding the CIA and other intelligence agencies
and naming the CIA's headquarters building the "George Bush Center for Intelligence."
Bush was CIA director under President
Ford, serving from Jan. 30, 1976, until
Ford left office Jan. 20, 1977.
"This is an appropriate and well-de-
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SANTA MONICA,Calif.(AP)— Ajudge
refused Tuesday to dismiss embezzlement and
tax charges against Whitewater figure Susan
McDougaldespitequestioning thecredibility of
her former employer.
Superior Court Judge Leslie Light was
critical of the business practices of Nancy Mehta and her testimony ofbeing defrauded by her
former bookkeeper.
"The credibility ofNancy Mehta is certainly at the heart of every charge other than the
filing offalse tax returns," Light said. "I don't
think a sophisticated, diligent businessperson
would have conducted their business activities
as Nancy Mehta did."
Light suggested thatjurors examining how
Mrs. Mehta used her many credit cards might
conclude "she was sort of scatterbrained."
Mrs. McDougal is accused of stealing
$150,000from conductor Zubin Mehta and his
wife while working for the couple from 1989 to
1992. The prosecution contends she forged
Mrs. Mehta's name on checks or credit card
receipts to pay for personal gifts, travel, dental
and medical bills for herself and her family.
Opening statements began Sept. 8,and the
prosecution rested its case Monday. Mrs. McDougal'slawyers tried to get the case dismissed
before starting their defense.
Defense attorney Mark Geragos accused
prosecutors of "creative bookkeeping" and
"tortured arithmetic."
The judge agreed that prosecutors "are
skating on thin ice" with the issue of how much
money may have been misappropriated.
Thejudge said he believed there were two
central pieces of evidence — a credit card
application filed by Mrs.McDougal in her name
and Mrs. Mehta's name, and a call to Mrs.
Mehta from the Bank of America questioning
charges being de to an account.

• Intelligence
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Judge refuses to dismiss
Susan McDougal case

served tribute to former President Bush,"
Clinton said in a written statement.
Bush is the only agency alumnus to go
on to the nation's highest office.
Precisely how much the government
spends on intelligence is classified, but the
1999 budget is believed to provide slightly
more than this year's level of$26.7 billion.
CIA headquarters is in suburban
McLean, Va.
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featuring a fresh, new facelift
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COME JOIN THE OH!TEAM OF QUALITY PROFESSIONALS!

at the BOOKSTORE!
DATE:

OCT. 22 - 31
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Direct Support Professionals
Full time, part time, SUBSTITUTE (flexible hours as your school schedule
allows), are open supporting children and adults with disabilities in the greater
Bangor area. Must have a minimum of a high school diploma/GED and a valid
drivers license. Pay is $7.50-8.00 per hour plus benefits depending upon the
position. Extensive training is provided for all positions. Complete application
or send resume to OHI, 2B Freedom Parkway, Hermon Maine 04401. For
further information call (207)848-5804,extension 155.
E-mail OHIFAMILY@AOL.COM
OHI is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Q/,a Maine non-profit corporation, supports people with disabilities to live productively in their communities.
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EDITORIAL
Records law benefits students
ampus police are usually hesitant to release records about campus crimes,although
in most cases state open-records laws require them to. They skirt these laws by
claiming crime records are "educational records," which are protected under the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act.
All universities receiving federal funds — the University of Maine included — must now
comply with a new law requiring them to permit greater access to campus crime information. The Higher Education Amendment means universities must keep a police log of
campus crime on a daily basis and be prepared to release the reports within two business
days after the crime is reported.Each report must include"the nature,date,time and location
of each crime and the disposition of the complaint," according to the Reporters Committee
for Freedom of the Press.
In lateSeptember The Maine Campuslearned,36 hours after thefact,thatan assault had been
reported to Public Safety. Initially, Public Safety only shared the facts of the case with Public
Affairs. Although Public Safety spoke to The Campus about the assault within two business
days,it did not comply to the extent that it failed to release the details ofthe case.On Friday,Oct. .
9, nearly two weeks later, Public Safety decided it could share the specifics with The Campus.
Last year, a reporter received sexual assault records with the names of the accused
blacked out. According to the Bangor Police Department, this should never be done,even
to protect the name of someone who has since been found innocent.
Students need to know the kind of environment in which they are living. How safe are • Letters to the editor
they? Disclosing records on sexual assault and other crimes gives students a means of
policing Public Safety. Crime records can spur discussion and debate of how Public Safety
ofthosesoldiers?Icould ping in to the incredible po• Support alumnus some
handles crime at the university.
havesworn they were wearing tential UMaine has to offer
Releasing records in a complete and timely fashion to The Campus shouldn't be a
To the editor:
Army greensand notchapsthe the people — and the econoproblem if Public Safety is doing its job. We're just trying to do ours.
last time I watched this movie. my — of Maine.
The press and Public Safety should be working together, not against each other, to provide
However,some voters may
Kathleen Stevens is good Maybe if your writerjust read
students with a safe atmosphere.Aslong as the two are butting heads,little will be accomplished. for the University of Maine, the ROC flier description of notrealizethattheir ballotgives
good for the town of Orono, the movie,since he obviously them a second opportunity to
and good for the state of hasn't ever watched it, he help UMaine fulfill its potenMaine. She has worked tire- wouldn't make a mockery of tial. By re-electing Kathleen
he Internet has connected the entire world in only a few years. While it has many lesslyon behalfofschoolfund- anyone whoeverclaimed to be Stevens to the Maine Legislaadvantages,there is a darker side to the world's newest medium.Recently there has ing,student scholarships,and a writer for The Maine Cam- ture, they are ensuring their
been an immense growth in illegal child pornography, specifically made available research and development pus. Sure this is just a petty representation by someone
on the Internet. Pedophiles, people who have a sexual interest in children, are using the funding for the university.
moviereview thatnoonecares who is serious about funding
Internet to daily contact children and access child pornography.
As a member of the most about anyway but if you are higher education, making colA recentseries ofarticles by the Maine Sunday Telegram and thePortlandPressHerald about important committee in state going to publish something, lege more affordable, and enchild pornography reveals the Internet is the main reason for the rise in child pornography. This government,the Joint Stand- get it right. And does he really hancing our potential for reis because the Internet provides pedophiles with a medium that they believe keeps them ing Committee on Appropri- think there is a highlight in search and development. By
anonymous and allows them to receive thousandsofpornographic pictures ofchildren each day. ations and Financial Affairs,
"Pee Wee's Big Adventure"? virtue of her position on the
The realitiesofthis situation are not unknown to the state ofMaine.Currently,the United States she is one of 13 legislators
appropriations committee,
attorney for Maine Jay McCloskey is investigating a dozen child pornography cases in the state. having greatinfluence on state
Kyle Snow KassieStevensisarguably one
According to the articles,federal law prohibits child pornography,defined as photographs or policy. As former commisGannett Hall of the most influential legislavideo that depict people under the age of 18 involved in sexually explicit conduct — such as sexual sioner of the Maine Departtors in the House. Having a
intercourse,bestiality,masturbation,and sadistic or masochistic abuse.Also prohibited are pictures ment of Inland Fisheries and • Vote for influence
high-ranking legislator repreinvolving children that include a lascivious exhibition of genitals or pubic area. Although this law Wildlife,I worked with Kathsent the Orono district makes
clearly states that what pedophiles do via the Internet is illegal, lawmakers have found it hard to leen to pass a landmark budTo the editor:
allthedifference between good
persecute these abusers. While the photographs and videos pedophiles exchange over the Internet get for the department. This
intentions and getting the job
are illegal, the chat sites and Web sites they have aren't because of First Amendment rights.
I am writing to remind done.Kathleen Stevens has an
finally ended years of deficit
Since the Internet is so vast,it is impossible to measure the number of child pornography funding.Kathleen isextreme- members of the University excellenttrack record on highsites, nor the number of people actually involved with them. Stopping them is a feat that ly knowledgeable as a repre- of Maine community that er education and many other
appears close to impossible,but preventing children from being effected by them can be done. sentative of Orono.
they can play a role in build- importantissuesrelating toour
Making children aware of the Internet's dangers should be the first concern of parents.
I urge you to support one ing our campus and our state, economy, quality of life, and
Although the reality of child pornography is something no parent wants their child to know of our own former students just by voting in the upcom- environment. I urge anyone
of, keeping it a secret may lead to their child to blindly fall into the hands of a pedophile. in her bid for re-election.
ing election on Nov. 3. Vot- who is serious about this elecThere are several organizations working against child pornography on the Internet such as the
ers will have an incredible tion to review Stevens' record
Customs Service Cybercrime unit,buttoo many crime prevention organizations do not know how
Ray B. Owen- opportunity to enhance the over her three terms in office.
to deal with cybercrimes such as child pornography. They must make the extra effort to educate
Professor emeritus of quality of their state and the Please remember to vote in a
themselves on how to deal with the subject and help to abolish it.
wildlife ecology UMaine campus by approv- few weeks,and rememberthat
Orono ing a$20 million bond initia- Kathleen Stevens has been a
tive for research and devel- true friend in Augusta, for us
• Get
opment. If this bond is ap- and our university.
proved,it will be an excellent
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• Column

These shoes aren't
made for walking
hoes have been on my mind
lately. A couple of weeks
ago I put on my squareheeled Unlisted mules and headed
out the door. Now the babies are
high, mind you, and I have had
trouble in my travels with them
before. One just cannot move fast
— but they look so damn cute!
So obviously I am faced with a
problem. Wear the cuties and bear
the slow pace, clunky sound and
slight off-balance or ditch the kicks
and go for my regular wine scuffedtoe calf-length boots. And bitchin'
boots they are indeed,yettoo heavy
for my need that day.So a decision'
was made — I was going to bust a

S

• Column

Small-town living the way to go
could be a poster girl for smalltown America. Until the second grade I lived in Lyman.At
least it's in southern Maine,but it's
definitely a small community. It's
near Waterboro, or 30 minutes
south of Portland. Then
my family moved to Bid
deford. which was an improvement. It can barely
be called a city, though,
with a community of only
about 20,000 people. Now I've
been in Orono for the past four
years, yet another diminutive
Maine town.
I haven't traveled, either.
Even when my family went away
in the summer we stayed in a
camp on Lake Gerry in Canada.
It's a rustic area, to say the least.
We passed the time hooking
works and picking wild strawberries. We had to boil the water
before we drank it or used it for
cooking. We even had to wash up
in the lake.
So I've had little experience
with the city — with one exception. Every Thanksgiving I got a
taste of what I thought was the
good life.
My family visits my aunt and
uncle in East Boston — that's a
real city — for T-day every year.
When I was younger, I'd have
my nose pressed to the car window the minute the lanes.on the
highway increased from two to
three, then four and five. My
aunt and uncle live in one of
those narrow, two-story houses,
like the one the Huxtables from
"The Cosby Show"lived in. One
Thanksgiving I stayed for the
weekend. My cousin and I went
to a Boston Celtics game—when
they played in the Garden, of
course — and took the "T" to and
from the game. I was in love.
I told my parents on every
trip, "I'm going to live in the

/

city some day." And my parents
would indulge me by saying,
"Sure you will, Liz." When we
were stuck in traffic one year
and my parents were
losing their patience,

By Elizabeth
Beaulieu
my father asked me how
I would deal with bumper-tobumper traffic on a daily basis. I
said I would be perfectly content unwinding from a hard day's
work in my .car just listening to
the radio or reading the paper.
Nothing they brought up
could change my mind. I knew I
would live in the city. I felt it in
the pit of my stomach. To Boston and back all those years, my
craving for the city never waned
— until recently.
This summer I climbed to the
top of Mount Washington, all
6,000-plus feet of it. I wasn't in
the best shape, and at the first
mountain peak,it would have been
very easy to turn around and descend. But I put on a dry T-shirt
and kept on trucking. My friends
and I could have taken our car up
the mountain or paid for the train
ride up. But for me,the climb,and
what I saw on the way,made reaching the top worthwhile.
I got a different feeling in the
pit of my stomach that day. It
was then that I realized I wasn't
a city girl and never would be. I
don't want one of those skinny
houses that is one foot away from
the next skinny house. I want my
back yard to be bigger than the
size of a dorm room. I don't
want to deal with traffic. When I
was driving to Biddeford from
Orono a couple of weeks ago, I
got stuck in traffic for about 20

By Elisabeth
Gold

of colors, the '90s reverted back
20 years to rehash and reproduce
platforms funneled into the basic
brown or black. A hip and stylish
option for us short women who
wanted a little height,but ghastly
for tall women who craved the
style, but not the attention the
extra inches boasted.
My housemate Soup told of a
young woman in his chemistry
class,who was wearing some thick
platform sneakers and walking
happily along,shoulders up, head
high, and, in a state of unawareness, tripped up the elongated

minutes. I almost lost my mind.
I was contemplating using the
breakdown lane — I felt it was an move in the Unlisteds. I lasted unemergency!
til after my 10 o'clock, but when I stairs, only to be face-down, ass
As grad- attempted to walk from Little to up in a room full of staring eyes.
uation the Arboretum to Chadbourne, I The class, not surprisingly, startlooms and I couldn't take it. My toes were ed laughing and the young womam choos- screaming and I was moving an,fighting theflush in hercheeks,
ing where SLOW. In the spirit of the bare- sat down quietly,burying her head
to look for footeds, I thrust off those devils in a book. That kind of thing ruins
jobs and and let the air circulate once again. your day.Even if you laugh somewhere
I While I was walking alone, trying thing like that off, it most likely
want to live, to ignore the swearing coming from will evolve into deeper self-conI'll probably keep a safe distance underneath my striped socks, I sciousness and anxiousness.
between me and the city. I'll ad- wondered, "What the hell am I
So what can a woman do bemit it, I'm discriminating. The doing? Why am I carrying these sides wear sneakers all the time?
city doesn't have what I want, shoes-a total nuisance and feeling I could not possibly give up those
though. I just need certain things like a fool?" I knew they were extra inches of heel. And why
the city just can't offer: trees; uncomfortable, yet I bit the bullet would I want to other than for
water — be it the ocean or a lake — and thought somehow that this time comfort? I can jam my toes into a
and mountains for climbing and would be better. After all, with a pair of shoes for the perfect look.
skiing. There's something ex- summer full of flip flops, my feet The lovely pant flair over the antremely serene about being sur- had had proper rest. They should kle, stroking the tops of my shoes
rounded by nature. I don't need be ready for the pressure of my as I walk, the heel clumsily folwhere I live to be as high-strung school days. But in reality, I just lowing. Ah yes, the succulence of
as I am. Life is hectic enough. laughed as I stumbled down the. style. I can walk in these no probFor me, the city is an exciting hills in my stocking feet.
lem.I like tiptoeing until within 20
place to visit, not to live.
This little escapade got me think- feet of my destination because of
As much as it annoys me to ing. What is the significance ofthis the throb rippling through my feet;
admit it, my parents were right and momentous occasion? Why have! it exercises those neglected calf
I'll probably never live in a big city just now come to this conclusion? muscles. Why would I want to
like Boston. I'll be a small-town And so my quest for answers, or run around and be free, when I
girl for the rest of my life and that's rather more questions, began. One can be completely forced to walk
OK with me.
early psychoanalyst, J.C. Flugel, in a straight line,constantly glancbelieved, aside from the heel itself ing at my feet to make sure I
Elizabeth Beaulieu is a se- being phallic, that the attraction of don't trip over something, yet
niorjournalism major and is the the high-heeled shoe had to do feeling tall and cute and perky?
assistant city editor for The with re-proportioning the female Why would I want to be able to
Maine Campus.
body.The higher the shoe,the more run out of my stats class without
length to the body. This added a second to lose without worrylength slants the hips and coerces ing about if my heel was going to
the behind out for more back. Flu- get caught on those metal doorgel was right when he said that the way dividers? How do I feel in a
body is changed — our heels are pair ofsneakers? Like!canjump.
inches off the ground. How could How do I feel in a pair of strappy
it not? So what is this shoe fetish heels? Sexy. So-what's the probWrite a letter
all about? Certainly you've seen it lem? Nothing.
— women on campus with the funkto the editor.
iest chunkies you have ever seen. Elisabeth Gold is a senior sociWe're talking big-ass shoes. ology major and is the style ediThe Maine Campus
Whereas the '80s provided the torfor The Maine Campus. She
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
wedged skinny heel in a spectrum is also a Taurus.
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For Wednesday, October 21
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:With
Mercury, your ruler, aspecting Jupiter, planet
of good fortune, on your birthday you can
make some important friends this year. But
you could also make enemies if you are tactless
or take too much for granted. A touch of humility will impress those you do business with.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Think
only positive thoughts this weekend. With
Mercury, planet of the mind, at odds with
Jupiter, planet of exaggeration, you could
easily let your fears get out of hand. And that
would be,tragic considering you have next to
nothing to worry about. You're certainly better off than most.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): An opportunity to improve your status and reputation
may look inviting but you would be wise to
examine it carefully before committing yourself. It could well turn out to be one of those
'opportunities' where you are expected to invest a large amount of cash up front. You
should know better than that.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Mercury,
your ruling planet, is at right angles to Jupiter
this weekend, which means you must be careful not to get carried away with the brilliance of
your own ideas. By all means keep thinking
and dreaming but don't for a moment believe
it's going to be as easy as you imagine.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Cancerians
are protective by nature but there are times
when you need to be a little less defensive and
this is one of them. No one is trying to cheat
you. No one is trying to rip you off. Think
positive thoughts and you vastly increase your
chances of getting positive results.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Make sure you
are not being asked to do more than your fair
share this weekend. It may not bother you too
much if you are but your solar chart suggests
that Sunday could be unexpectedly busy and if
you are already working like a dog you may not
have much time left for yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): It may be
necessary to clear the air this weekend and that
means it may be necessary to have an argument
with someone you usually get along with very
well. Don't feel guilty about it and don't hold
back on what you want to say. It is better you
say too much than too little.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You may be
talented, you may be special, but you cannot
expect life to come to you. If there is something
you want this weekend then you must go out
and get it, even though you feel it is your right
to have it brought to your doorstep. Be quick or
those with less talent could beat you to it.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): It would
appear from your solar chart that someone is
trying to undermine your position by talking
behind your back. The day will come when
they regret their stupidity but for now you are
advised not to do anything rash. If you treat it
with the disdain it deserves, so will others.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): You
don't have to suffer in silence or suffer alone
this weekend: if you ask for help you will get
it. Don't be too proud to seek assistance and
don't be too proud to accept it. You've done
enough favors for others in the past, now let
them repay some of the debt. CAPRICORN(Dee.22- Jan.19): Make the
first move this weekend and you can get back on
good terms with someone you may not have seen
eye to eye with of late. Whatever your differences they are too small to jeopardize a friendship
over. You don't have to make a big thing of it —
just start talking to each other again.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): This
could be a wild weekend fOr you but it could
also be a costly weekend if you don't watch
every penny you spend. Jupiter, planet of extravagance, makes it seem as if you don't have
to worry about money at all when, if you are
smart, you will worry about it just a little bit.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Your task
this weekend is to actively seek out what you
fear and confront it so you fear it no more. That
might not sound like the happiest thing you
could do with your time but it is certainly the
most productive. You may be surprised to discover you actually quite enjoy the experience.
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By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, October 22
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: It
does not matter how many mistakes have been
made over the past 12 months. It does not matter
how many opportunities have been wasted. The
only thing that matters is that you learn from
experience and make certain that the. next 12
months are the best of your life.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): The storms
clouds ofthe past few weeks should have passed
by now and there on the horizon you can see the
sunshine pouring through. It may take a while
before you reach it but there is no doubt at all
that you are heading for calmer, brighter and
more interesting waters.
, TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Luck comes
to those who believe in it, so believe that you are
being looked after by a lucky star and who
knows what good fortune you might encounter
today. Even a difficult situation will work itself
out for the better if you stay calm and refuse to
give in to doom and gloom.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): What happens today may not seem funny to you but to
everyone else it is hilarious. So what happened
to your sense of humor? What happened to that
Gemini love of the absurd? Or do you only
laugh when the joke is on someone else? Lighten up, life is supposed to be fun.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): You must be
tactful' today when explaining to others how
they got it wrong. There is a right way and a
wrong way to point out mistakes:The right way
will earn you a lot of praise; the wrong way will
lose you a lot of friends. Have you got so many
you can afford to insult them?
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Major changes
are on their way, the kind of changes that will
turn your world upside-down and inside-out
before setting it on its feet again. Whatever else
you do don't fight these changes. The forces at
work here are far too strong for you. Besides,the
changes are in your favor.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Even difficult situations should be easy to handle now as
Saturn begins its transit of your fellow Earth
sign of Taurus. However,one thing you should
be aware of is that travel and social plans may
be subject to frustrating delays. There's not a
lot you can do but grin and bear it. Well, bear
it at any rate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23. Oct. 22): Some things
take time to work their way through the subconscious. In fact,some things take years. So don't
be surprised if you find yourself thinking about
things you had forgotten about — or thought
you had. The answer to an old, old question is
about to reveal itself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov.21): You don't
know if new arrivals on your social scene can be
trusted, even though you have a good feeling
about them. So don't give too much away until
you have had a chance to size them up some
more. Not that you will give much away anyway: secrets are your stock in trade.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Cooperation is the key to success today — and
most other days come to that. You may be brave,
you may be bold, but you can't do it all alone.
More to the point, you have a great deal of work
to plough through over the next few days. Why
would you want to do it alone?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): If certain avenues of expression are blocked today
then don't despair and don't give up. It is just
Saturn'sway oftelling you that you must find an
alternative route. You may have to go a little out
of your way but Saturn always rewards effort, so
you will like what you find.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
allow yourself to get emotional about things
over which you have no control. Some things
you can change, some things you cannot. It is
essential that you know the difference today. If
you want to make the world a better place, start
with something that comes naturally to you.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You may
have to disappoint a friend or colleague today
because what they require is beyond your powers to bestow. Of course, if they had any sense
they would have known that anyway and not
asked you in the first place. Don't feel bad that
you cannot help them: they're not as desperate
as they look.
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Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1 -on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concerns — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute,
which is billed to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be
18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3063.
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• Deepavali

Indian Festival of Lights celebrated
By Elisabeth Gold
Maine Campus staff
This past Sunday night a spiritual gathering celebrating the Indian holiday Deepavali
took place in the Damn Yankee.
The aroma ofincense and authentic Indian
dishes filled the room as students,faculty and
community membersjoined together in honor
of this festival of lights.
Deepavalicelebrates the beginning ofwinter. There are many legends surrounding this
holiday. The story of Krishna killing a demon
named Naralcasur who was terrorizing the
earth is just one of the many stories.
"It would be different in different parts of
India," said Vaithee Waran, a graduate student in physics.
Aside from the wonderful incenses of
smells filling, some people dressed up in the
traditional costuming with colors rangingfrom
bright green to deep purples to rusty browns.
The clothing and makeup some ofthe women
fashioned brought a distinct visual sense of
culture to those of us who are not familiar.
Before dinner, a poetic play was performed and those who dressed in saris, ghagra cholis and kurdta pajamas got a chance
Participants in the costume show celebrate Deepvali, the Indian festival of light.(Mike to stroll on stage to show the beautiful tradiZubik photo.)
tional clothing. A couple of younger partici-

pants were dressed as a Pakistani bride and
Indian son-in-law, as the MC announced
with a smile, "one of the most important
people he takes care of — our daughters."
The South Asian Association of Maine,a
student-run organization, planned and organized the whole event. Dinners and desserts
were all potluck — Vagalala Bath (spicy fried
rice), technicolor bean salad and Idlis (rice
cakes) were served along with a plethora of
other tongue tantalizers.
Traditional Deepavali celebrations include
festive meals, prayer and, of course, lights.
"Usually there is' a lot of prayer. On the
night ofthe festival there are a lot offirecrackers.Everyone has them,"said An uret Bhaduri,
SAAM president.
The Damn Yankee housed a nicely sized
crowd and everyone seemed to be enjoying
themselves.
"Turnout is awesome. We were expecting
50-70 people and the whole region is represented." Bhaduri said.
Joanna Snell,ajunior romance languages,
major came to the dinner in order to share the
holiday with some friends.
"I play cricket with some of the guys from
SAAM and they suggested I come tonight. I
really wanted to check out the celebration,"
she said.

• WWF

Wrestling: Coming back for more
By Tim Adams
Special to the Campus
Some people would call it cheesy
and immature. Others would say it is
stereotypical and exploitive. They are
all probably right, but professional
wrestling is ridiculously enter(aining
and is riding a recent upswing in popularity that has made it essential
weekly viewing for many people.
"It's like watching a barbaric soap
opera," said Sarah Tilton, a senior
resource economics major."You have
to keep watching every week or else
you are out of the loop."
One might remember watching
Hulk Hogan and the Iron Sheik battling it out on Saturday mornings
when you were growing up. Professional wrestling today is completely
different than it was when we were
children. Gone are the days of the
good guys dressing in white versus
the mysterious bad guys from parts
unknown.
Wrestling today is like a threering circus, complete with pyrotechnics, dancing girls and, of course, the
main performers in the center ring.
The wrestlers are bigger, stronger,
and, most importantly, have better
writers than their counterparts a few
years ago. Back in the day, all you

usually got when you watched a wrestling program was wrestling. Now,
you only see a couple matches a week
with all the behind the scenes action,
including in recent weeks an attack
taking place in a hospital and the demolition of a Corvette with a cement
truck. A lot of the stunts wrestlers
pull are bordering illegal. In the past
couple of weeks, I have seen frontal
nudity, many insulting gestures, and
heard a lot Of words that my mom told
me not to use.
But a good show is nothing without good actors, and wrestlers today
rise to the task and make all the shenanigans look almost believable. The
dialogue can often steal the spotlight
from the actual wrestling, just listen
when Stone Cold Steve Austin grabs
the microphone.
With all these angles designed to
attract viewers, it is no surprise that if
you ask any wrestling fan what their
favorite part of the show is, you are
bound to get a lot of different answers.
However, most people just enjoy a
couple of hours of comic action with
basically no redeeming value. I am not
going to get into which wrestling federation is better, that is another article
completely, but if you have not checked
wrestling out since Junkyard Dog was
popular, than give it a chance. It is
definitely a good time.

Chri,s Isaak is coming to the MerrillAunditorium in Portland Nov. 16. (Courtesy photo.)
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• Bullfighting

Some quirky food facts Lopez has got the moves
By Hadley Lewis
Maine Campus staff
A- Acorns are indeed edible.
B- The Bloody Mary used to be known
as the Blood and Guts.
C- Capers are the pickled buds of the
caper plant.
D- Doner Kebabs are pieces of seasoned lamb (not members of the famous
nomadic family) served on daggers.
E- Eggs with blood in the yolks are
not fertilized. Actually the blood is from
the breaking of blood vessels while the
egg was forming. Less than 1 percent of
all eggs have blood spots.
F- Fortune cookies were invented
in 1818 by David Tsung from San
Joaquin, Ca.; or in 1907 by Makota
Hagiwara who lived in Japan. They
are not Chinese.
G- A geoduck is a clam.
H- Haggis is pudding made in sheep's'
stomach, the pudding is made from oatmeal, livers, kidneys and spices.
I- Ice cream is Chinese in origin and
was first brought west by Marco Polo.
J- Gin manufacturers are the largest
consumers ofjuniper berries.
K- Ketchup comes from the Cantonese word fen kei-chop which means
"juice of smashed tomatoes."
L- Lychee nuts come from the fruit of
the Chinese Evergreen tree.
M- Miltz, a Jewish soul food is made
with some type of animal spleen (for the
life of me I couldn't find out which type
of animal).
N- Connecticut is referred to as the

Nutmeg State. Don't ask me why — nutmeg is not actually grown there.
0- In some cultures it is against religious law to eat ostrich, but most birds
yield about 60 pounds of meat and 40
pounds of fat.
P- Parsnips contain toxins called psoralens, which have been known to cause
cancer in rats.
Q- A quark is a German cheese that
resembles farmer cheese — i.e. cottage
cheese without the cultures in it.
R- Rat cheese is another name for
unprocessed yellow American cheese.
Yum,yum.I wonder if the guy in the deli
knows that one.
S- Sandwiches are named after the
Fourth Earl of Sandwich,John Montagu.
T- Tangerines and mandarin oranges
are the same fruits. Mandarin oranges are
segmented and canned.
U- Sea urchin roe is called uni.
V- Vark is the name for an edible
sheet of thinly pounded silver used in
fancy Indian cuisine.
W- Wassail is spiced ale and the
name comes from Old Icelandic Ves
Heil — keep in good health. AND,there
is an English beef and cabbage dish
called Bubble and Squeak that is served
with Wow Wow Sauce.
X- There is no food beginning with
the letter "X."
Y- In India, yogurt is used in exorcisms. AND, yams and sweet potatoes
are not the same vegetables.
Z- Zwieback comesfrom the old High
German words Zwie and backed—meaning twice baked.

MADRID, Spain — In the bullring,
"El Juli" has all the moves: His thick
red cape flows like liquid. He curls his
lip in an icy sneer, right in the snorting
face of 1,100 pounds of pure animal
rage. After a razor-close pass, he turns
his back and walks off with a slow, toedragging strut.
Outside the ring, Julian Lopez is just
another tongue-tied 16 year old. The only
clue to his status as Spanish bullfighting's
latest sensation is the crescent-shaped scar
on his baby face.
Julian only graduated from "novillero," a novice who fights younger bulls,
at the end of the summer. And although
he's the country's youngest full-fledged
matador, he's not the first to achieve
that at his age.
His youth and his skill have made a
substantial impression in the serious and
dangerous world of bullfighting — so
much so that El Juli has caught the attention ofa national press that usually doesn't
pay much attention to new matadors.
Aficionados, meanwhile, are drooling.
El Juli's a natural, and the world is his to
conquer, they say. And he still isn't old
enough to drive.
. "He's phenomenal. He's been a child
prodigy from the very beginning," said
Ana Fernandez, who writes for6 Toros 6,a
leading bullfighting magazine.
Bill Lyon,an American who has lived
in Spain since 1962 and worked as a
bullfight critic for several Spanish newspapers, agrees.
"He is definitely the most interesting

novillero in decades," Lyon said. "He's
gotten off to a brilliant start."
El Juli was carried out of the ring more
than 30 times in a row during the season
ending this month — not because he'd been
gored, but because he made good kills.
Bullfighters are also honored by being
awarded one or both of the bull's ears or,
for a truly exceptional performance, the
tail. El Juli has earned 160 ears and nine
tails as a novillero and matador.
Julian lives,eats and breathes bullfighting. And he has done it from the tenderest
of ages, stabbing his first calf at 10 and
quitting school in eighth grade to do nothing but train.
Now, after a stint in Latin America to
skirt Spain's minimum age of 16 for bullfighters, he is a matador in a world of men
twice his age.
At 5-foot-8, a bull's horns can reach as
high as his neck. The bull can weigh nine
times his 132 pounds. Is he afraid?
"During a bullfight you feel a lot of
things, notjust fear," he said."A lot of the
time they're nice. You feel jitters and responsibility."
He was at a loss when asked about
the bull itself, the smell of its blood on
his face, hands and clothes. "I wouldn't
know how to describe it. It doesn't smell
bad, though."
What about the sound of the animal
dying? He doesn't know. "It snorts. It
breathes," he said when pressed, answering much like a child fending off
parents who ask what he learned in
school that day.
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• Enthusiasts

Friendship grows from love of words
NEW YORK (AP) — You could call
them logophiles, those who are passionate
about words. Or logologists,those who are
scientific about words. Or logolepts, those
who are maniacal about words.
You could call them two of the great
logolepts ever to dabble in — and with —
the English language.
Dr. James Murray was a tailor's son
from the Scottish border who as a young
man tried to teach Latin to cows and for fun
memorized hundreds of Gypsy phrases.
Dr. William Chester Minor was a Connecticut surgeon traumatized by the Civil War,
convicted of murder in London and institutionalized in a two-room, book-lined cell.
They both lived in turn-of-the-century
England and corresponded by mail for years.
They were friendseven after Murray learned
that Minor was an inmate, not a doctor, at
the Broadmoor Asylum for the Criminally
Insane. They were friends even after Minor
imagined attackers crawling through the
asylum floor.
And they were collaborators on a historic project. Murray,an old schoolmate of
the real-life model for Henry Higgins, was
supervising the compilation of the Oxford
English Dictionary. Minor,whose confinement did not keep him from owning a
handsome collection of 17th- and 18thcentury literature, was his most dependable contributor.
"They are THE odd couple,aren't they?"
said author Simon Winchester, who tells the
story of Minor and Murray in his best-selling

biography,"TheProfessorand the Madman."
"They're part of this great tradition of
enthusiastic amateurs,people who made great
contributions to all sorts ofthings.They were
people with time on their hands and their
enthusiasms would carry them away."
Winchester, a New Yorker who has
written about everything from travel in the
Far East to imprisonment in Argentina,
said he got the idea for his latest work right
at home. The author was relaxing with a
good book and came upon a brief reference
to Minor. He sat straight up in the bathtub
and decided there was a story to tell.
"The Professor and the Madman" not
only has made The New York Times' bestseller list, but has attracted both Mel Gibson and "La Femme Nikita" director Luc
Besson for a possible film adaptation. The
HarperCollins publication is even being
used in a joint advertisement with the Oxford University Press, with both biography
and dictionary (the former selling at $20,
the latter at $995) promoted under the
tabloid slogan: "Madman Special."
"I'm unhappy with it," Winchester
said. "It just seems so uncharacteristic of
the Oxford University Press."
"I remember a meeting we went to and
sort of threw that name out,'Madman Special,"'Oxford publisher Laura Brown said
with a laugh."If you call booksomething in
draft it starts to take on a life of its own."
Murray and Minor's friendship was a
highlight ofone of the longest, most cerebral
quests in English history — the quest for the

ultimate catalog of the English language. It
was a quest that would involve everyone
from Jonathan Swift to Samuel Johnson, a
quest for which the Oxford dictionary provided the voluminous conclusion.
Ever since the 17th century,Swift,John
Dryden and other British intellectuals had
been looking to trim a language thatseemed
to grow as freely as an English garden.
There was no agreement on how words
should be spelled, used or pronounced. No
one even knew how many words were out
there. A language mastered in print by
Shakespeare and Milton still followed the
uncertain rules of oral culture.
Would-be trimmers multiplied but the
first great one did not emerge until 1755,
when Dr. Johnson published his dictionary.
For several years,Johnson had been tracking
down every possible usage for thousands of
words — he found more than a hundred just
for "take" — and added often-acerbic definitions. At least one listing,for "oats," soon
became widely quoted: "A grain which in
England is generally given to horses, but in
Scotland supports the people."
Johnson's dictionary was more literary
than scholarly, and many continued to insist upon a reference guide that served as a
catalog rather than a critical review. That
would begin more than a century after
Johnson's publication. Its working title:
"The Big Dictionary."
"There was a famous speech at the
London Library made in 1857 by Richard
Chenevix Trench, who was an author and
a cleric and believed the English language
had a kind of divine purpose, to be spread
around the world," Winchester said. "He
addressed the deficiencies in dictionaries

which had come out before. People were
amazed by the complexity of Johnson's
dictionary but they realized there were
hundreds and hundreds of words Johnson
had overlooked."
The Big Dictionary had the scale of a
great public works project and,like so many
public works projects, it ran longer than
planned. The originators of the Oxford dictionary — including the grandson of Romantic poet Samuel Coleridge — thought
they could wrap everything up within a few
years. It would end up taking 70.
"Every time they made an assumption
about having limits on the number of meanings for a word,they found the limits were
being breached," Winchester said."It was
as if they discovered that behind each
soldier they were fighting there were a
hundred more."
By the late 1870s Coleridge was dead
and Murray, an esteemed teacher and philologist, had been called in to edit. Minor,
meanwhile, was an unstable ex-surgeon
who had murdered a stranger on the streets
ofLondon and had been committed to Broadmoor, less than 40 miles from Oxford.
Soon after starting his new job Murray
issued an Appeal for Volunteers, an eightpage pamphlet that made a plea for specialists in 18th-century literature. Minor,
who kept up with events in the literary
world, wrote to offer his help.
In the beginning,Murray simply thought
of Minor as the prolific, highly organized
researcher whose letters had the return address"Broadmoor,Crowthorne,Berkshire."
Murray knew of the Broadmoor asylum, but
assumed that Minor, whom he had publicly
praised, was the medical officer.
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Club in the Area
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Great Drink Specials
989-1755
Off Wilson St., Brewer
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Margarita's
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Charging and carding
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff

How ridiculous is this? They not only
charge to get in (making many alumni
happy I'm sure), but they assume everyone
is going there to drink, so they check IDs.
Aren't we supposed to be in college?
When is the administration going to back
the hell offof us and let us do our thing? This
isn't a drinking issue, but a freedom issue.
And what exactly is that money going to
that the police are taking from the gate?Probably in the same fund all the money from
parking tickets does. And where does that go?
Into making someone's pockets fatter,that's where. Or maybe another new,
shiny car.
You want more? Tailgaters have to
leave by the beginning of the game, can
return at the half, and then have to finally
leave again by the third quarter.
Isn't thatencouraging drinking and driving? Yes, people should have designated
drivers,but still,!don't believe fora minute
that any of the cops would be anymore
lenient toward drunken drivers leaving a
football game then if-they weren't.
A solution? Don't charge, don't card
and don't make people leave atcertain times.
In short, let us be students. I know this
sounds like my University of Connecticut
column written a few weeks ago, but
keeps getting worse around here,not better.
This also might help alumni relations as
well.Isure wouldn't want to give money to
a place that told me I had to pay to get
together,eat some burgers and drink a few
cold ones with my old friends, and then
leave at certain intervals.
The more things like this make sense,
the more UMaine goes the other way.Funny how that works. ...

After getting yet another parking ticket
from Public Safety yesterday,I am feeling
a bit surly, i.e., no more good stuff in my
sports column.
I feel like blasting something, and the
tailgate policy at football games put forth
by the grand University of Maine seems
like a good place to start.
This is how I understand the idea of
tailgating: getting all hyped up before a
game in order to provide more fan support
and make people actually think we care
about the game.
According to the Nason theory then,
IJMaine has proved me wrong. During
this Homecoming weekend, when tailgating and a festive atmosphere should
have been at its peak, I found out what
exactly the -reborn" practice would entail in 1998.
I called Public Safety (after being redirected through three different offices) and
asked to speak with someone who knew
the policy oftailgating and if we could park
overnight to reserve a good spot, etc.
What! heard next just made me shake
my head.
I was told that there was no parking
overnight and that they let people in at
noon for a 3 p.m. game. No problems yet.
However,they also charge $5 a carload to
get in and they check IDs at the gate.
Drinking is allowed, but only in nonglass containers; no kegs either.
Once again: they charge and they card,
making the UMaine parking lot the area's
biggest bar.
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The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
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travel
Alaska Employment - Fishing industry Excellent earnings & benefits potential.
Ask us how! 517-222-4161
ext. A50671
Spring Break...."TakE 2"...2
Free trips- only 15 sales & earn
$$. Hot destinations! Low
prices! Free meals, drinks,
parties! Limited offer. 1-800426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break 99!! CancunNassau-Jamaica-MazatlanAcapulco-Bahama Cruise-Florida South Padre. Travel free and
make lots of cash! Top reps are
offered full-time staffjobs.
Lowest prices guarenteed. Call
now for details!
www.classtravel.com 800/8386411.
Cruise & Land Tour Employmen•
- Excellent earnings & benefits
potential. World Travel (Hawaii
Mexico, Caribbean). Ask us
how! 517-336-4228 ext.
C50671
Call Orono Travel now for
Spring Break Specials. Facult
and student dom. and intl.
fares. Save $$$ 866-5900
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
and Florida packages & is
currently accepting applications for campus sales representatives. Call 1-888SPRINGBREAK
Ski? Snowboard? Info
package for NH, VT, ME,
MA, CO. Discount info
included. (212) 613-1692
Tickets to all events in Montreal: Montreal
Canadiens98-99season, Lenny Kravitz Oct 19,
Aerosmith Oct20,VWVF Nov 8, Dave
Matthews Band Nov16, Nei Diamond Nov 20,
Celine Dion Dec 7-18 ... EMI dl 514488-0206

for rent
Orono Washburn PLace 1
opening as of Jan 1, 1999.
149 Park Street. Luxury
,
2BR townhome heat, water, sewer incl. no pets.
sec. dep. & lease required.
$625/mo. call 945-6955
FREE ROOM adjacent to
campus plus $105/month
for maintenance person:
please write PO Box 71
Orono 04473
4 Bedroom house all
utilities paid W/D dishwasher deck close to
campus. call David at
9 8 9 -3 4 5 2
Orono share large new
house, walk to UMO, parking, laundry, quiet environment, cable, $275/mo includes all. 866-0611

help wanted

TRAINED MEDIATORS
NEEDED Use your skills and
earn money. Call Campus
Mediation. 581-2639
$6.00 pr. hour assisting me
with different projects,
typing, etc. For more information, call Bill Picard at 17170 and leave a message
as soon as possible!
Female Models Needed
ASAP for upcoming 1999
Promotional Calendar.
Scholarship incentives.
Call 866-3137
Start your own fraternity! Zeta
Beta Tau is looking for men to
start a new chapter. If you are
interested in academic success, a chance to network &
an opportunity to make friends
in a non-pledging brotherhood, ernail:zbt@btnational.org or call
Mike Simon @ (317)334-1898.
$1000's weekly! Stuff envelopes @ home for $2 each
plus bonuses. F/T-P/T make
for sale: (4) truck tires
at least $800/wk,
with less than 5000_ miles
guarenteed! free supplies.
on them 255/75/16. $60
for details, send stamp .to:Neach. Call Gary Martin 827 105,12021 Wilshire BI.,Suite
0279 or page 264-7757
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Orono School Department
Substitute Teachers: 2years+
of College required, ExperiHOT HOT HOTMale & Female
ence working with children
Exotic Dancers for Parties & any
preferred. PLease apply in
occasions. call Erotic Sensations
person at: Office of Superin990-0425 New Talent Welcome
tendent of Schools 18
Student Discounts
Goodridge Drive Orono, ME
Break out your Toga &
04473. 8 6-5521 EOE
dancin shoes for the Toga
Toga Party at Margarita's
Oct.28th!
Lost: Green EMS Raincoat. High
Sentimental Value. Reward for
Return, no •uestions. Call 581-882.]

'

for sale

personals

To place a classified ad h
The Mahe Campus
come to the fourth floor
of Chadbourne Hall.

Weekend Entertainment:
Pad & Mke Thasday,Oct 22
Bind Abert Friday, Oct 23 All Larrpos Saturday,Oct 24
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Series

from page 24

Diego's chances?
"Not good. They really needed to split
in New York and they just don't match up
well against the Yankees. They will probably see David Wells twice and San Diego's best hitters are lefties."
So,coach, how much farther will the
Padres stay alive?
"At home they should have some emotion,so I could see a fifth game. However,
it would be difficult to see it go more than

Coach Paul Kostacopoulos says the Yankees have it all wrapped up. (file photo.)

six. That first game really hurt."
The Season to Remember
With Kostacopoulos predicting a short
Series this year, it is appropriate to look
back at the 1998 season — something that
many of us probably take for granted now,
but 30 years from now will wish we hadn't.
Kostacopoulos summed up this season
in one word: awesome.
"Baseball needed this more than anything," he said."I've been around and what is
so interesting is that we have the good guyson
top — and that usually doesn't happen.
"You have[Mark]McGwire,[Cal]Ripken
and[Sammy]Sosa,whojust all seem like really
good people and they are all professionals."
The crystal ball
Finally, with the gold glove awards
already released(Why Rafael Palmeiro got
one is beyond me) it is time for Kostacopoulos to give us his picks for the other
awards. Here is what he thinks ...
AL MVP:Bernie Williams —He can do
everything and he also plays a tough position as well.
AL CY Young: I'm going to bite my
tongue but I think Roger Clemens will get
it. David Wells had a great year, but Clemens was dominating down the stretch.
NL MVP:Sammy Sosa — There is a lot
more pressure on a player who plays for a
team that is in the playoff race.
NL CY Young: Kevin Brown. He took
them to the Series.

Open You may learn something about yourself
your mind
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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• Dave's World

Column by column
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
Brace yourselves,folks. This column is
going to be one long cliché. Hey, if that's
all athletes and coaches can spew out, then
why not us writers, too?
In fact, with this column I'm going to
make a sincere effort to stay within myself
and stay on the same page with everyone.
That way, long as the good Lord Jesus
Christ stays behind me,this will be as good
a column as I can write.
In fact, I may dare say that this is the
biggest column I'll write all week,just as a
football player will say that the next game
on his team's schedule is the biggest game
he'll play all week.
The only problem I have,and you knew
I would have one, is that I may look too far
ahead down the road and concentrate on
my next story instead of thinking of the
here and now.I don't want to be in danger
of getting out of a groove.
But that's no problem. I just have to
keep my rhythm while writing and just
keep building on what I've started here.
Everything will be kosher as long as I take
it one day at a time. That way I can finally
get the monkey off my back..
It's all a matter of working hard on
every issue. I'm willing to help my paper
any way I can. I'm just waiting for any
opportunity that comes up and take advantage of it. It's a real crap-shoot, all right.
After all, I'm just trying to do the best I
can. That's all you can really ask for,right?
In fact, it doesn't really matter what I
write about, because I prepare for each
story the same way.It works for teams who
prepare for each opponent the same way,so
why not for me?
And if this column should win a Pulitzer
Prize, I would most certainly have to thank
my fellow writers, since without them this
honor would not have been possible.It would

the maine campus
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YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE THE PRIZES"!
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
CANCER RESEARCH
LIVE BAND: COOL AND BEYOND JAZZ
ONLY COSTS $2.00 TO START THE
WINNING
PART OF ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK Oct. 19th-25th
••• Sponsored by the Substance Abuse Services, The Center
Cilyr for Students and Community Life, The Division of Student
Affairs, Greek Peer Educator Program, Athletes for Sexual
Responsibility, The Athletic Department and Recreational
and community life Sports, ROC, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon (AE).
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Sunday, October 25th, 7-10 pm
Damn Yankee

definitely be a team honor, rather than an
individual one. What happens, happens.
As for this segment of the column, it
wasn't supposed to end like this, butoh well.
Monday Night Moronics
Not since the evil specter of Victor
Kiam have lever been so embarrassed to be
a Patriots fan.
Despite being handed enough penalties
to start a wholesale dealership,the Pats still
gave up 17 second-half points and lost
Jihad with the Jets (Book III) by a 24-14
count.
New England was too busy sitting on its
high horse after pounding trendy Super
Bowl pick Kansas City into smithereens.
Beating the Chiefs as badly as they did was
probably the worst thing that could have
happened to the Pats. The Pats got cocky
and suffered for it as a result.
Bill Parcells, meanwhile, gave New
England the snow-cone treatment all last
week, heaping praise upon Drew Bledsoe
and Terry Glenn and every other Patriot
just shy of the guy who holds the cord to
Pete Carroll's headset.
No one was fooled but the Pats players
themselves. Anyone who remembers the
Tuna from his Patriots days knows he did
this same schtick to the opposition way back
when. And it paid off more often than not.
New England concentrated on beating
Bill Parcells and forgot about beating New
York in the process.
The Pats could probably win the next
five Super Bowls, but it would be all for
naught with some players and fans if
they can't.can .the Tuna along the-way.
Remember Green Bay's titanic struggles against Dallas not so long ago? It's
the same thing with New England and
New York.
Knowing the luck, or lack thereof, of
Boston sports fans, Parcells will probably
retire with a 9-1 or 12-2 mark against the
Pats. Let the pain begin, Chowdaheads.
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• Women's cross country

• Men's hockey

Time off will aid Bears

Punctuality,that's the ticket

By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
After competing in the New England
Championships last weekend, the University of Maine women's cross country
team will be idle until the America East
Championships, which are slated for
Halloween weekend.
And that suits Black Bear coach Jill
Hindley just fine. Maine, which rushed to a
16th-place finish in Boston last weekend,
are hampered by a plethora of injuries.
By remaining out of action for a week
and a half, Hindley acknowledged the
layoff will play a critical role for the Black
Bears' chances in the conference championships held at Towson.
"We only raced six people last weekend," said Hindley, who is in her first
year as head coach in Orono."We have
real low numbers. From the start of the
year, three of our top five runners are
already out."
The Black Bears are currently without
the services of Maggie Vandenberg
(mono),Danielle Donovan(kidney),Jackie Maurer (Achilles), Suzanne Hussey
(knee) and Rachel Borchers (back).
Maurer will redshirt this season after
missing a lot of action.
"We're trying to get through the injuries and this bye week should help us,"
Hussey said."Some people are still practicing injury-free."
Pacing the Black Bears are Old Town
resident Nichol Stevens and Vanessa
McGowan. McGowan was the Bears' top

finisher in the New England Championships where she placed 60th out of
144 runners. Stevens finished 63rd.
"Nichol Stevens is really turned it
on," Hindley said."McGowan has been
our No. 1 or No.2 runner all year and she
really excelled in the New Englands."
Although the Black Bears raced to
a solid sixth-place finish out of 10
teams at the Murray Keatinge, the
mounting injuries prohibited a higher
finish, said Hindley.
And that hones in on the primary
focus for this week and the beginning
part of the next.
"I hope we can get everyone back,"
said Husse, who missed last week's
championship race but intends to be
back for the conference meet."We just
need to get everyone back."
"We did really well at the Murray
Keatinge against some top competition," Hindley said. "But for the conference meet, we're going to need some
people back. It looks like Vandenberg
won't be back and that will definitely
hurt us."
As for the conference meet, Hindly
expects the University of New Hampshire, University of Vermont, Boston
University, and the University of Delaware to come in as the front runners.
And as for the Black Bears?
"What we're hoping to do is try to
finish in the middle of the pack," Hindley said. "I'd like to be right in the
middle and I'd like to see some of our
times continue to go down."

Computer
Science
UNIVERSITY

By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Show up early, or take your chances.
That is the message the University
of Maine Department of Athletics is
conveying to the students as the men's
hockey team's home opener looms two
days away.
After miscommunication hindered the
initial process of shuffling students into
designated sections,university officials are
confident that the plan implemented for the
men's hockey games will be a success.
"The big plan is really a simple plan,"
Associate Director of Athletics Dino
Mattessich said."We have allocated certain seat locations for our students."
Students will be allowed 1,500 tickets — the same amount allocated last
year — and will be placed in the balcony
along with the band. Students entering
the building will receive a ticket to the
several student sections that are currently in place.
Because the seating in the Alfond
Arena is reserved, tickets will be distributed on a first come, first serve
basis. Two entrance doors to the arena
will be used for students only, with one
designed to accommodate the student
spirit group.

EXERCISE

The Black Bears, who are ranked No.
3 in the nation this week, open their season this weekend against the University
of Moncton in the second game of the JC
Penney Hockey Classic.
Following the weekend tournament,
Maine will next battle the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell in games that Mattessich said will serve as benchmarks for
student interest.
"We're not going to sell any tickets to
the general public for the JC Penney classic and the Lowell games," he said. "If
only 500 students show up, we'll have a
1,000 empty seats."
However,should student interest wane
— which was the case last year where
1,000 tickets were picked up just four
times — student tickets will go on sale for
the general public.
"Ifthe students don't use them all than
it doesn't make sense to have empty seats,"
Maine coach Shawn Walsh said."I want
a packed crowd. If they won't show up,
we might as well sell them. I'm challenging the students.
"It's going to be step-up time for the
UMaine students."
The student tickets will be distributed
in the following order: balcony, under the
balcony,under skyboxes,upper level arena and standing room — if necessary.
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association

Thursday Nights
At The Bear's Den
All Shows Start At 8pm
FREE TO ALL STUDENTS

BOOKSTORE Engineering

Book Fair

Howie Day
October 22
Native
November 5
The Beatroots November 19
December 10
T.B.A.
Sponsored By The

Talk with publishers representatives:
Springer-Verlag...Wednesday, Oct 21st
Wiley...Thursday, Oct 22nd
Prentice Hall...Thursday, Oct 22nd

SAVE 25% titles
from:
Wiley, SpringerVerlag,
O'Reilly, and
Prentice Hall

LOTS
OF
GIVEAWAYS!
For info call 581-1700

Located in the Memorial Union Bldg at the Orono campus.
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• Men's soccer

Returning
to Orono
By Jay Baltes
Maine Campus staff
There's no place like home.
At least that's what the University of
Maine men's soccer team is hoping when it
hosts conference foes Delaware and Towson this weekend.
The Black Bears are coming off a grueling part of their season that has put them
on the road for nearly a month now.
And what a bumpy road it's been.
The Bears have lost three out of their
last four conference games, including a
pair last weekend to Hofstra and Drexel
"It feels like we've been gone for
months,"Maine forward Ricky Brown said.
"We're looking forward to coming home
for a change."
Maine (5-6-1) is undefeated at home
this season. And that is a statistic that needs
to stay in tact if the Bears are to reach their
post-season goals.
Unfortunately, Maine is faced with the
challenge of climbing out of the hole that a
shovel of injuries has dug for them.
Two weeks ago the team lost a premier scorer in Aaron Benjamin. Joining him on the side line this week are
key defensive starters Josh Carpenter
and Jason Skilling, as well as goalie
Aaron Weymouth.
"The bottom line is that we have to
figure out a way to get the job done with
the people we have healthy," Coach Scott
Atherley said. "What's important is that
all of the goals we set for ourselves are
still attainable.
"Injuries are a part of sports. You can't
stop the game and you can't stop the season
so you just have to figure out a different
way to get the results."
Atherley has changed the defensive
scheme from a 2-4-4 to a 2-5-3 to compensate for the lack of healthy defenders.
This adds an additional midfielder,
which should slow down the midfield pursuit and take pressure off the remainiag
defensive backs.
The addition of transfer Haley Jones
from Old Dominion is helping to strengthen the midfield as well.
"He's bringing a raw athleticism to the
midfield right now that we need," said
Atherley."He's an experienced and smart
player that we're fortunate to have."
The challenge that lies ahead is whether
or not the changes and additions will translate into success.
"We have to step up, it's as simple as
that," added defender Jeremy Palotti.

Maine midfielder Shaun Rodriguez and the Bears return home this weekend. (Andrew Bailey photo.)

• Baseball

Kosty talks a little baseball
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Three down and one to go. The Padres'
misery, which intensified last night, has all
but wrapped up the World Series for the
Yankees and once again, New Englanders
must look elsewhere for solace.
The Padres are down and out, regardless of what they say to the press,
and one gets the feeling those positive
stock phrases serve more as consolation
than firm beliefs.
Although I admit to liking the Yankees
about as much as I liked eating in Stewart
Commons, in this magical, one-for-theages baseball season, it-is fitting that the
Big Apple won the Big One.
However, prior to the start of game
three,I had a chance to talk with University
of Maine baseball coach Paul Kostacopoulos about the Series and the 1998 baseball
campaign. Although he considers himself
far short of an expert, he knows the game
more than anyone here.
What follows is part of the conversation held yesterday afternoon.

INSIDE SPORTS
Women's cross country: injury bug bites Bears.
page 23

Haven't heard enough cliches?
page 22

Something's irking Nason.
page 21

Coach,could you talk a little aboutthe
Series, in particular, the opening two
games...?
"Well, San Diego made some mistakes
and theyjustdidn't play well thesecond game.
They missed a golden opportunity the first
game. They had their man on the mound and
an early lead. To lose that game was tough."
We know the Yankees are good, but
what is the most amazing thing about this

year's team?
"I think the most amazing thing about
this year's team is that they were so far
ahead all year. At the end of June it (the
American League East race)was over.Then
they hit a little lull but picked it back up
again. They just knew when to say when."
Going into game 3,just what are San
See SERIES on page 22

STAT OF
THE WEEK
The University of Maine men's hockey team is currently
ranked third in the nation this week after it swept the
University of Nebraska-Omaha last weekend, 7-2, 3-0.
This is the highest national ranking Maine has received
in more than a year. Here is a look at the nation's top 10:
1.) Boston College
2.) North Dakota
3.) Maine
4.) Colorado College
5.) Michigan State
6.) Michigan
7.) Clarkson
8.) Notre Dame
9.) New Hampshire
- Ohio State

